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torney and banker, has been elect ernment Monday night depart
was established ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune
ed president of the C. M. P. Co., mental reports for the year were These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
to succeed Walter B. Wyman, who presented:
died Sunday.
Chief of Police L. K. Mansfield
[EDITORIAL]

nd news analyst, listen* to
jientist, and director of the
e explains the principal o'
duce X-Rays of 100,000,(XX)
r than anything ever accelvhether X-Rays can be proit armor used in warships,
iring greater protection for
man handling the big guns.
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as for a 12-year-old.
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At the same time directors of reported that 347 arrests were made
the C. M. P. Co. and the Cumber last year. 180 of them being for in
land County Power and Light Co. toxication. The police department
formally authorized an agreement fingerprinted 1200 civilian defense
workers and 129 others.
of merger of the two firms, recently
City Clerk E. R. Keene collected
approved by the Securities and Ex- $4,210 ln fees for various licenses
chage Commission, under the name and other items. There were 1230
of the Central Maine Power Co.
male births, 120 feminine births, 190
Stockholders of the Central Maine marriages, 103 male deaths and 97
Power Co., adopted the agreement feminine.
of merger which will become final
Tax Collector Carl O. Nelson re
if also adopted at an adjourned ported $362,776.53 received.
meeting of the Cumberland Coun
Fire Chief Van E. Russell report
ty Co. stockholders.
ed 272 calls. 115 for chimney fires
Thus Skelton, who had served as 19 building fires, 17 grass, 19 out
Lewiston division manager and in of town, 70 miscellaneous, 20 oil
many other capacities in the big burners, 2 lost persons and 10 first
utilities organization, would rise to aid resuscitator; 260 hours were
the presidency of a $113,000,000 cor spent pumping quarry at the High
poration which was for many years lands. There were 260 inspections
the ambition of Wyman, who was and 17 old buildings removed. The
working on final plans for its au total value of buildings Involved in
thorization when he was stricken fires was $107,800 with the loss
of $8,530.85.
Contents Involvec
with a heart attack Saturday.
Senior member of the law firm amounted to $27,300 and loss to
of Skelton & Mahon in Lewiston, contents was $1553.90. The num
Skelton has been a vice president ber of salvage blankets used was
of the Central Maine Power Co. 73, with property value saved by
since 1922 and a director since 1924. their use $21,500.
Assessors A. J. Bird, R. H. Trim
He is also a director, member of
and
William Sansom reported
the executive committee and vice
Rockland
assessed valuation as
president of the New England Pub
lic Service Co., which Wyman also $6,787,741.
served as president, a vacancy
which has not yet been filled.
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FRESH FISH FARES

Receipts of mixed fish at the F
J O'Hara plant since Nov. 9, have
been: Helen Mae II, Capt. Frank
Ross, 60,000 pounds; Carlansul,
Capt. Carl Reed, 13,000 pounds;
Villa Nova, Capt. Horace Osier,
38000 pounds; Helen Mae I, Capt.
Robert Anderson, 7000 pounds; Iva
M., Capt. Lew Wallace, 33,003
pounds; Helen B., Capt. Leo Blood,
19.000 pounds; Cynthia, Capt. Ira
Tupper, 4000 pounds; Helen Mae IT
Capt, Frank Ross, 5000 pounds;
Cynthia, Capt Ira Tupper, 3000
pounds; Helen Mae I, Capt. Robert
Anderson. 5000 pounds.
Recent arrivals of mixed fish at
Bevier’s were: Fred Oray in small
boat, 1500 pounds;' A. I. & M„
Capt. L. E. Ames. 5000 pounds;
Dorothy & Betty, CRpt. Elmer
Gross, 22,000 pounds; Muskegon,
Capt. Arthur A. Bain, 42,000
pounds; Bernie & Bessie, Capt.
Olaf Olsen, 3000 pounds, and
Mishawaka. Capt. John Baggs,
6500 pounds.

A successful meeting of the com
panies making up the Knox Coun
ty Motor Corps was held at Watts
hall Tuesday with the Thomaston
Corps as hostess. Over 60 members
were present, in uniform. Inspec
tion was made by the county in
specting officers, Capt. Coltart and
Lieut. MacPhail. The major por
tion of the evening was devoted to
drill, the squads drilling both as
a whole and also by units.
Capt. Ruth Mazzeo was in com
mand of the Rockland1 Company;
Lieut. Dorothy Lank ton, Camden
and Hope; Lieut. Dorcas Thurs
ton, Union, also drilling Washing
ton; Lieut. Mildred1 Wright, Hope;
Lieut- Mildred Merrifield, Wash
ington; Capt. Alta Noble, Thom
aston. A social period followed,
during which refreshments were
served.
The Thomaston company ex
press
need for recruits. Women
The moon is one of the chief
actors in both solar and lunar who have drivers’ licenses and who
wish to join, should apply at once
eclipses.
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While wages and salaries are good to
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by depositing each month in
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The Black Cat

Covering More Territory They Become Effec

tive Nov. 30—Auto Speed Limit

Thirty Miles

New dim-out regulations for New four and six feet may be left open
England go into effect one-half for the entire horizontal width of
the show window. In all cases
hour after sunset on Nov. 30.
where such openings are left as
Theee regulations define the
aforesaid, no lights shall be so
areas, which are, roughly, consid placed in the display window and
erably larger than those now cov the interior lights in the estab
ered.
lishment shall be so shaded or
The lighting regulations tighten screened1 that no direct rays of
and clarify some of the existing Ught therefrom shall shine on the
rules as well as make these re- j sidewalk in front of the establish
strictions uniform for the entire ; ment. In no case shall a source
coastal area. In the main, all lights , of light be visible out-of-doors
visible from the sea must be ex- , above a horizontal plane through
tinguished or shielded so as to be !
that source.
invisible from the sea. Practic
12. All windows, doors, or simi
ally the only lights to be shown in
lar openings which have any light
the dim-out areas not facing the ,
behind them and which are not
sea will be street ights, automobile : specifically covered by provisions
lights and the lower quarter of
above, in buildings of any type
windows.
whatever, shall be screened by
The emphasis is that vital war
curtains, shades, blinds, or paint
industries cannot be allowed to
for not less than the upper threesuffer. A certain amount of light
quarters of their open area, and in
is necessary for these plants to op
no cases shall a source of light be
erate, But the regulations are in
visible out-of-doors above a horitended to eliminate all lights that
vontal plane through that source
are not vitally necessary to the war
15. Bonfires, brush fires, burn
effort- War production must go
ing fields, and outdoor fireplaces
on with the least possible hin
During the past 72 hours the World
shall be extinguished completely
drances.
DEATH'S HEAD War has taken an amazing turn for the
by one-half hour after sunset.
A major change is relaxation in
AT THE
better, on land and on the sea, yet that
19. Because of the military
regard to automobile lighting. For
FEAST
champion crepe-hanger Secretary Knox
necessity for obscuring the upper
Instance, the “upper half of each
wags his head dubiously whenever reports
half of headlights of automotive
headlight lens shall be completely
come In which Inspire the public to confidence. In football
vehicles within the dim-out area,
obscured by black paint, tape or
they have “Gloomy Guses” like Knox, but their pessimistic
such vehicles wiW be permitted to
other opaque material.” The low
utterances are discounted in advance. If our Secretary of the
operate with headlights so ob
est beam only should be used in
Navy should change his name to Secretary Knocks it would
scured at a speed not in excess of
thickly settled communities. Also
be perhaps an appropriate move.
30 miles per hour anywhere within
parked cars are permitted to show
the New England portion of the
parking and tail lights only. When
The war will probably have many “turn
Eastern Militarly Area, as defined
a car is parked facing the water,
THE
ing points” before the final chapter of the
by Public Proclamation No. 1,
the
lights are to be extinguished
long
and
terrible
struggle
is
written.
Our
TURNING
Eastern Defense Command and
In accord with the regulation gov
POINT
Commander in Chief has ventured the
First Army.
erning
all lights facing the sea.
opinion that the recent victory in the Solo
23. Any person who violates any
Walter A. Brown,
mons marked it, but with that statement was coupled tbe
regulation contained herein is sub
Major. AUS,
warning that we cannot “coast to victory.” The Christian
ject to the penalties provided by
Chief,
Public
Relations
Branch.
Science Monitor says:
Title 18, Section 97a- United1 States
• • • •
Indeed we have no assurance yet that the United Nationa
The dim-out area for that portion Code, and to immediate exclusion
can keep the initiative. Hitler must almost surely try a
counter-offensive. The first attempt may well be through
of Maine which is of interest to fiom the Eastern Military Area
Tunisia and Tripoli. Neither the pursuit of Marshal Rommel
persons in Knox County and con- In addition, if two or more persons
nor the American-British drive into Tunisia has progressed
tlguous territory Is thus specified: conspire to violate said Section
with the speed of earlier successes. Ten days ago Rommel
“AU the territory, including 97a. United States Code, and one
was supposed to be nearing Tripoli; now there Is a chance that
islands, lying south and east of an or more pei-sons do any act to ef
he may make a stand at ES Agheila. A week ago we expected
hourly to hear that American forces had seized the Tunisian
imaginary line extending from Sul fect the object of such conspiracy,
airfields; today we hear of German tanks landed by plane and
livan to the town, of Blue Hill, and each of said parties will' be subject
Italian troops crossing to Bizerte from Sicily by night.
from the town of Blue Hill to the tc the penalties provided by Title
The Mediterranean is by no means cleared. British and
18. Section 88, United States Code.
town of Northport.
American forces in Morocco and Algeria should be able—
unless Hitler drives through Spain—to put an air umbrella
“U S. Route 1 from Northport In the case of an alien enemy,
over supplies coming by sea to the western Mediterranean. It
such person will, in addition, be
to Camden.
may even be possible now to fly fighters to Malta—a most vital
subject
to immediate apprehension
“
Me.
Route
137
from
Camden
to
and gallant outpost. Yet if Hitler wishes to fight in Tunisia
its
junction,
with
U.
S.
Route
1
west
and
internment.
and Tripoli he can pour large forces across the bridge formed
by Sicily and Pantellaria. If he finds that venture unprofit
24. Effective Nov. 30, 1942, these
of Warren.’'
able he may still take the initiative by attacking either
regulations
supersede all previous
Under the head of requirements
through Turkey or Spain. The increasing evidence that many
regulations
issued by this headthe following sections of Major
divisions are being moved from the Russian front points to
quarters concerning the control of
Brown’s order are quoted:
ward such an intention, although the Nazis could be merely
retiring to Winter work in German war factories. Unless the
4. All lights of every nature and artificial lighting within coastal
Allies countered with a new offensive somewhere along the
from whatever source, .except au dim-out areas.
Channel, they might soon find themselves again on the de
tomotive driving lights shall be per
fensive in Africa or the Middle East.
manently shielded, obscured or
Their chief hope at present rests on the possibility that
Fire Marked The End
their growing sea and air power exerted in the Mediterranean
reduced in intensity so that no
will keep the Axis too busy to launch any large new drives.
gleam or reflection therefrom shall
North Africa and the Solomon^ have vastly improved the
be visible from any point on the Houseboat In Which Beach*
global picture, but the speed with which the tide flows in a
sea-coast east and north of Old
new direction will largely d epend on how well the home fronts
comber Lived Goes Up
work to build up basic United Nations power.
Saybrook, Connecticut, inclusive.
In Flames
If they cannot be so shielded or
to any member of the Corps. Be Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps controlled, they shall be extin
A few days ago a man was found
cause of citizens’ cooperation it is
guished.
dead in a small boat which had
possible for this Corps to make,, at
5. AU outdoor advertising and been hauled out on the western
once, a substantial first payment
display signs of every nature and shore of Crockett’s Point. Medical
FRUIT BASKETS however illuminated shall be ex Examiner H. J. Weisman and
of the debt incurred by the pur
chase of the ambulance about six
Made up to order
tinguished.
other officials who went there to
weeks ago.
This ambulance is
7. AU exterior lights used for investigate found conditions of a
All Kinds of Fruits
available, at all times, to render
outdoor manufacturing, in railroad most sordid nature, declared by
and Beverages
immediate public service in the
yards, for repair work, shipbuild Overseer J. N. Southard to be the
NAUM & ADAMS '
regular transportation of blood do
ing, necessary handling or storage worst case which has come to his
MFtf
nations and delivery of Red Cross
of raw or finished materials or for attention since he has been at the
surgical dressings.
any type of construction work, head of the welfare department.
The man’s last act was one of
shall be reduced in intensity and
those
which was probably indirect
number to a minimum consistent
ly
responsible
for his demise.
with their purpose.
Those re
FRIDAY NIGHT
Friends of yesteryear were not
tained in use shall be permanently
shielded so that the cone of light present at the funeral service and
is thrown directly downward and Overseer Southard was the solitary
FREE
SPECIAL
person attending the last obsequies.
does not exceed ninety degrees.
MONDAY NIGHT, NOV. 23
The old boat In which the de
9. The illumination caused by
ceased
must have lived a wretched
fires, flashes of glow from indus
“TURKEY
experience,
and which could not
trial processes, shall be shielded,
have
possibly
sheltered him through
obscured, reduced, in intensity or
NIGHT”
the
Winter
is
no more. It was a
otherwise treated to as great an
To Lucky Patrons
FROM OUR STAGE
resort
of
filth
and
disease, and Its
extent as may be practicable in
destruction
by
fire
was promptly
order to eliminate or reduce to a
10 BIG 10
DRAWING
ordered.
Five
gallons
of gasoline
minimum the amount of light
tended
to
speed
the
blaze
which
BETWEEN EVENING SHOWS
which is emitted upward.
TURKEYS
attracted
so
much
attention
along
11. Lights in display or show
the
waterfront.
(Avenge 1® pound*)
windows of stores, restaurants,
A mis-spent life; a sordid ending.
ON THE SCREEN
bars, commercial and Industrial
«
Eyes of the Underworld” establishments shall be limited to The only authentic wild horses
one 15-watt incandescent lamp or
are found in western Mongolia.
the equivalent for each eight feet
of horizontal linear opening or
fraction thereof. AU such lights
shall be separated from each other
FLOOR SANDING
by a distance of at least eight feet.
We do modern Floor Sanding
AU such windows shall be screened I
in the modern way, with the best
from the main part of the estabequipment in Northern New
The Ideal Gift for Your Hostess on
ishment by a light-proof backdrop I England. Floors given perma
nent seal tight finish.
or partition, except that in places
Thanksgiving Day
SANDER TO LET
which are required by State law
to have the main part of the es
Ralph L Richards
SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
tablishment visible from the street
CITY
25 FRANKLIN ST.,
hartaootal opening not in ex371 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL.
952
cess of one foot ln height and at a
106‘ltl
ioe-i®«
height above the sidewalk between
From the report of the National
WHAT
Safety Congress comes to this newspaper
CARELESSNESS the following clipping:
Since Pearl Harbor there have been
COSTS
more deaths caused bv accidents in the
United States than were caused by German bombings in Eng
land for three years. When you stop to realize that the man
hours lost by accidents in the United States, since Pearl
Harbor, would have built 23,000 Flying Fortresses, it is cer
tainly very serious and it is the aim of the National Safety
Council to try and train all employes the importance of cut
ting down accidents.
Education of the public, for its own benefit, is one of the
most difficult things in the world. We have watched along
for some years the persistent efforts of the State Highway
Police to lower the automobile death rate, and this year at
least the repeated cautioning appears to be bearing fruit.
For more than ten years The Courier-Gazette has warned
pedestrians against the danger of walking on the right hand
side of the highway where they are unable to observe the
approach of cars from the rear. The reasoning is so simple
that it is beyond belief that so many persons should con
tinue to endanger their lives by disregarding this well meant
advice. Residents of the rural communities long ago learned
their lesson, but here in the county’s shire town there are
many who continue to exhibit careless, almost insolent, indif
ference to their own welfare.

FRIDAY

i-

.
(By The Roving Reporter)

Under the caption “Things I
Never Knew Til Now.” Walter
Winch ell says:
“I never knew that you shouldn't
applaud at the end of ’The Star
Spangled Banner.’ (It would be
just as correct to applaud a minis
ter’s prayer.)”
One of the things I never knew
’til now was that there was any
thing Walter Winchell didn’t know.
But if the man who tells “Mr and
Mrs. North America" will but listen
to the cheers which folow the play
ing of "The Star Spangled Ban
ner” at a baseball or football
game, he will agree that there are
a whole lot of people who still
don’t know.

Thanks Editor Robbins of the
Deer Isle Messenger for the sup
port you gave to my protest against
the North Fenn' Reporter for call
ing Rockland “a crumby little
town.” "Go to it, Kitty,” says Rob
bins; “personally I think you are
a little too purrly.” And come to
think of it I did let that North
Penn person down a little too
easy. “Crumby little town!” Faugh!

pleased to hear from any of his
old friends.
And speaking of football, there’s
the annual Harvard-Yale classic,
to be played at New Haven Satur
day—the cause celebre in the East.
I arfi making no prediction because
I don't know enough about it, but
when Charlie Wotton sees victory
for Harvard I begin to somewhat
discount all of those Yale pro
phecies.
Lieut. Charles T. Prussian, at
tached to the U. S. Infantry com
pany at the Camden camp, called
upon me yesterday, bringing greet
ings from one of my friend's, Hy
man Rosenbloom with whom he
was formerly associated in the
jewelry business in Detroit, Mich.,
where Mr Rosenbloom is still thus
engaged. Although absent from
Rockland quite a number of years
Hymie is still much interested in
persons and affairs here, and when
he learned that Lieut. Prussian
was coming here he inducted sev
eral of the former whom he would
like the Lieutenant to meet. Lieut.Prussian is now on his second year
ln the service, the early part of
which found him on dfuty in Cali
fornia. He is a fine appearing
young man; destined' to make many
friends in this locality.

It Is noticeable that the fellow
who boasts “I used to be a great
walker,” seldom declines the offer
of a ride.—Ed. Pointer ln the Bos
ton Globe.
Now if Mister Pointer had any
One year ago: Capt. and Mrs.
reference to the Roving Reporter,
I can only say, defensively, that I Job C. Cunningham celebrated
never decline a ride, but also that their golden wedding anniversary
at their home on GTunite street—
I never “thumb’’ to get one
Salaries totalling $41, 252, were In
What has become of the Coast cluded' in the resolve passed by the
Guard boat UBB.Travis?
Law City Government, including some
rence Candage writing from it to much needed increases. — Capt.
renew his subscription to The EaCrle Starrett of Thomaston con
Courier-Gazette says that Censor tracted with the Morse Boatbuild
ship regulations make it impos ing Corporation for the construc
sible to give any information, as tion of a new steamboat, to be
to the present whereabouts and named the Monhegan.—Among the
duties of the Travis, but that she deaths: Clark Island. Edward J.
is still afloat and doing her duty. Roarke, 51; Worcester, Mass., MrsHis address is “U55. Travis, CG-, Winifred' L. Clinton of Glen Cove,
care of Postmaster, New York. N. 60; Rockland, Frank Pullen, 63;
Y„ and' he adds that he will be Rockville, Leslie Lamson, 80.

Rockland Lions
Told By Mr. Elmendorf Of
Dangers of Chemical
Warfare
George Elmendorf, a Columbia
College graduate, who is employed
as foreman at Snows Shipyards,
was guest speaker at the Lions
meeting Wednesday and gave a
comprehensive talk on “Chemistry”
as applied to the problems arising
from an enemy air raid.
Although quite a number of the
members indicated by show of
hands that they had made High
School or college study of chem
istry, the speaker eliminated tech
nicalities from his talk, as far as
possible.
Chemistry, Mr. Elmendorf said,
goes away back to the beginning
of time. Alchemists attempted to
turn basic metals into gold but did
not succeed in making it worth the
cost of production.
Declaring that we should study
chemical warfare for our own
benefit, and that those who have
taken it should go back and take
it again, the speaker told of the
feeling which still prevails—“that
it cannot happen here—ard sn‘d wc
should be prepared for chemical
warfare in case it shou'd come.
He described th; effects of mus
tard, Lewisite and other gases used
in modern warfare and what

Social Dance Party
ELKS AND GUESTS
THANKSGIVING EVE
WEDNESDAY. NOV. 25

ELKS CLUB
No Admission

Buffet Lunch

Record Music

106-107

should be done to offset them He
told also of the contradictory or
ders which have come from Wash
ington in regard to the handling

incendiary bombs, but in spite of
the latest advices he still favors
the spray method. Persons af
fected; by gases should get to as
high an elevation as possible,
either in the house or out of doors.
Guests Wednesday were Oscar
Young, clearance supervicor of the
U. S. Employment Service, and
Lions William E. Berger of Camden
and Charles Webster of Vinalha
ven.
Mr. Webster toid of the Vinal
haven dim-out and expressed the
opinion that the island was the
darkest spot on the coast in the
night time.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live agate
In X
would have made a rule to read
iad some
so
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week
The loss of these
tastee Is a loss of happiness—Charts*
Darwin.

MIZPAH
Oo thou thy way. and I go mine,
Apart, yet not afar.
Only a thin veil hangs between the
pathways where we are.
And Ood keep watch between thee
and me

This ls my prayer
He looketh thy way
mine,
And keeps us near

He

looketh

I know not where thy road may lie
Or which way mine will be.
If mine will lead through parching
sands.

And thine beside the sea.
Yet God keep6 watch between thee
and me.
So never fear;
He holds thy hand. He holds mine.
And keeps us near
I sigh sometimes to see thy face.
But since this may not be.
»
I'll leave thee to the care of Him
Who cares for thee and me.
I'll keep you both beneath my wings
This comforts dear.
One wing o’er thee, and one o’er me
So are we near.
—Julia A. Baker.
I Mizpah means; "The Lord watch
between thee and me —hi,, we are

absent qqe from the

_ c-
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WORKING FOR VICTORY

Ntow, my Ood, let, I beseech thee,
thine eyes be open, and let thine
ears be attent unto the prayer that
ls made in this place.—II Chronicles
6:40.

Book Review
(By K. B. rJ
Flood Tide and Stars. Author
Mary Wentworth King. Publish
ers M. S. Mill and Company, Bos
ton.
Boston and Cape Cod figure In
this thoroughly original andi vibrant
story of family li/e where love and
complications make their demands
in each character drawn .
Fate has its own way of spin
ning webs that tangle events. This
ls not a story with deep plots, it
is simply told clean and holding;
refreshing as Summer breezes, and
exudes the salty air of Cape Cod
with some excellent philosophy
which one likes to associate with
that delightful spot.
A book
worthy to put into the hands of a
young lady of fine taste by a gifted
story teller that leaves a good taste
in the mouth and satisfaction in
the heart.
K. S. F.

Baptist Men’s League

Members Hear An Authority
On Ordnance—MacDon
ald’s Return Welcomed

Lee Parsons, service engineer for
the Fairbanks-Morse Company for
the past several years, and who has
installed many diesel engines in
trawlers built in this section, as
well as mine sweepers and other
naval craft built at Snow Ship
yard's, was commissioned an engi
neering officer of the United States
Coast Guard at Boston Monday as
a Lieutenant, junior grade• • • •
Pvt. William F. Coiley of Glen
Cove has recently been promoted
to Corporal. His address is A. A.
F.T.T.S., Pawling School, Pawling,
N Y.
• • • •
Word has been received from
‘ Wally’’ Heal of Camden, that he
is stationed in Indiana. His ar
dress is: Pvt. Wallace H. Heal, 330
Inf , Co. I, Camp Atterbury, In
diana.
• • * •
Robert S. Holmes andi Richard
W. Holmes, sons of Mr. and MrsWilliam Holmes of Swan’s Island,
who are stationed at Camp Pick
ett, Va., have been promoted to
Corporals.

A certified copy of birth certifi
cate, sealed and truly signed.
High school and / or college
transcript.
Three letters of recommendation,
written on business or professional
letterheads.
Parents’ consent for enlistment,
if applicant is under 21 years of
age.
Statement by local Police Depart
ment that the applicant has no
criminal record.
A fifty-word hand-written resume

Economy will receive training' in
radio theory, code, and procedure.
Upon successful completion of the
course, he will be assigned to a
ship or shore station.
• * • •
Malcolm Carney of Thomaston,
•would be glad to hear from his
friends, his address being A.S
Malcolm J. Carney, Co. 13. Sec. 2..
Advance N.TJ5. (Diesel), South
Richmond, Virginia.
* * * *
Pvt. Frank C. Reed, son of Mrs.
Frank C. Reed of 16 Elm street.
Thomaston, has been transferred
from Company C, 27th Battalion at
Camp Croft, S. C„ to Camp Butler,
N. C„ upon completion of his train
ing.
• • • •
Kenneth A. Hooper, S. 2c, of
Rockland, having completed "boat
training'’ at Newport, R. I., is home
on 20 days leave, before entering
special training school.
• * ♦ ♦

Lieut. George W. Kittredge, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Scott F Kittredge
of Portland, home on furlough
until the latter part of December,
is visiting his aunt, Mrs. Charles
A. Emery, Pacific street.
* • * •
Pvt. E. Allen Gordon of Rock
land, who is stationed at Miami,
Fla., has returned after spending a
16-day furlough with his father,
Morris Gordon, T street.
• • • •

of occupational experience, and
Two photographs of front view,
two-and-a-half by two-and-a-half.
• • • •
Lieut. Leroy F. Moon of Rock
port, who graduated from the AntiSOMEBODY'S BOY
I Por The Courier-Gazette)
Aircraft Artillery Officers’ Training
School at Camp Davis, N. C., has Somewhere out there he ls waiting
For that letter so long overdue;
recently received his commission as Lonely
and sad he ls waiting
that letter to come, from you.
a second lieutenant. Lieut. Moon HeFor
may be a son or brother,
graduated from Rockport High Somebody’s pride and Joy.
he may be only a stranger.
School in 1936. He enlisted in the OrJust
the same, he ls somebody's boy.
Tell
him you are proud of hls effort
U. S. Army Band in 1937 and was
And your letter has come to say
stationed at Fort Sherman, Canal That no matter what may happen
are with him each step of the
Zone, two years. Upon return Youway.
home he was leader and director Write ln a little nonsense
Or maybe a little white lie;
of the Rockport High School Band. What's the odds If lt makes him happy
brings back the gleam to hls
Following re-enlistment be was first Andeye?
placed in the Medical Battalion at I Out there he's defending our freedom
xt
v t
ic ' Out there he will fight for our right.
Pine Camp, N. Y. Lieut. Moon is g0 no ma-tter however busy
a gifted musician and it is hoped Write a letter to him tonight.
w
....
.
The debt we owe we can never
that there will be an opportunity Down through the ages pay,
for use of hls Went while In the fcotougy. -ru.^ letter service.
Margaret Elwell
Spruce Head.
• • • •
Pvt. George iRaatikainen of
Georges River Road would like to TALK OF THE TOWN
hear from his friends. His ad
Knox County Board of Under
dress is Co. A 33d Platoon, Camp writers met at The Thorndike Ho
Croft, S. C.
tel Wednesday right, with 15 p: es-

The Baptist Men’s League yield
ed a goodly attendance last niftlit,
and the members were rewarded
with an interesting talk on ord
nance problems by Lieut. Col. E
L. Taylor, a former Connecticut
• * ♦ •
official who is now employed on
Sheppard Field, Texas: William
the staff of the Camden Shipyard. A. Ellingwood, son of Mrs. William
Last month Col. Taylor was one Ellingwood of 67 Talbot avenue.
of the 147 Reservists who attended Rockland, has graduated from an
a conference ini Columbus, Ohio, intensive course in glider mechan
the hectic nature of which he de
ics and now is prepared to blast
scribed at some length.
the Axis as one of America’s “com
The ordnance supply departmandos in coveralls.” Sheppard
ment is much more importField, near Wichita Falls, Texas, is
ant and comprehensive than it
one of the many schools of the
was in the first World War dealing
Army Air Forces Technical Train
with problems which were not then
ing Command which trains the
in existence. To it has now been
ent. It was one of 11 such meet
specialist technicians to maintain
Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Johnson, ings being held in the State at the
added the Motor Transport Divi
our mighty air armada. He is now Georges River Road, have received instance of the National As3Ceia.
sionBefore the present war started eligible to win a rating as a cor word/ that their son, Sgt. William tion of Insurance Agents, for con
the country’s warehouse space poral or sergeant and to play a E Johnson has been transferred ference on War Damage insurance
was only 5 per cent of what it will vita 1 role in a new, pioneering from Camp Stoneman, Pittsburgh, r^Q representatives from the Field
branch of the service—gliders. Be Cal. His new address is 31152103, 1
be at the end of this year.
Club, an association of special
Hundreds of depots are b*eing fore entering the school, he was Co. D, 374th Port Bat. T. C. AP.O. agents, who are supervising for
built—in the wilderness in seme trained at one of the basic train- No. 5022 care Postmaster, Seattle, their companies in Maine, were
instances, so that if a bomb lands | tng ce.nter9_°f .the Ar™y Air Porc*® Washington.
principal speakers; John B. Knox
• • • •
Technical Training Command and
it will not set off other ’ igloos.”
and Robert C- Wilkes of Portland.
Ralph Paulsen, 17, from U. S.
Col. Taylor described the method learned to fight the Axis with
They were joined in the discussion
other
things
besides
the
tools
of
Naval
Training Station, Newport,
of distribution of ordnance ma
by Richard P. Burke of Portland, a
R. I. has been spending a short ;
terial duplicate tags being provid his trade.
special agent. There was an open
• 9 • »
leave
with his parents, Mr. and ,
ed so that if a ship conveying
From Orrin F. Willey of Togus: Mrs. John Paulsen, Thomaston forum on policy provisions. The
them is sunk the Department will
“I have a son, Leland S. Willey, and grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. object of the meeting was to deter
know just what has been lost.
mine how well the general public
Spare vehicle parts are also sent S2c who graduated from Rockland Albert Nelson, Georges River Road. is
informed concerning War
» » » »
\ .
along.
Imperfect packing has High School, class of 1941, and is
Damage
insurance, and to place
Sgt- Oscar Simmons of Lawry,
been found in many instances, on a destroyer at Pearl Harbor- I
wrote and asked him if he would who is stationed at Camp Edwards, the matter before all property
and promptly remedied.
Mass., spent Sunday with his fam owners so that there will be no
The League had a rousing greet/ like a Boston paper and he wrote
complaints and to stress its ur
ily.
ing for the pastor, Rev. J. Charles back that he would enjoy The
gency. Alfred Strout, secretary,
•
*
•
•
MacDonald. Rev. Francis Whit Courier-Gazette more ” The home
opened
the meeting and A. Bur
Sgt. N. Clark Earle, III, of An
boys want.
ing, assistant pastor was an active news is what •the
ton
Stevenson
of Camden, pre
dover, Mass., who ls stationed at
• • •
participant.
sided.
Pvt. Harold J. Tabbut of Ocean Fort Crockett, Galveston, Texas,
Guests at the meeting were How avenue. Owl’s Head, is now locat was made a staff sergeant, Friday,
ard Glover of Hebron, A. W. Mor ed at Camp Atterbury, Ind1., Head Nov. 13—not an unlucky day for
The annual Thanksgiving Dona
ton of Friendship and Rev. Fran- quarters Battery, 908th F. A- Btn. him. Mrs. Earle, the former Eliza tion Tea will be held at the Home
ci? E. Whiting of Monrovia, N. Y„ When last heard from ‘he was a beth Till, is employed in the U- S. for Aged Women, North Main
and Rockland. A. W- Morton was patient at the camp hospital.
Engineers’ office in the postoffice street, Tuesday afternoon from
elected to membership.
2.30 to 5.
building, Galveston.
Housekeepers were Mrs. Lucy
• • • •
Private Tauno O. Brooks, son of
Rankin, Mrs. Cietta Whitmore, Mr. and) Mrs. Michael F. Brooks of
Poultry, fish and other protein
Word has been received from the
Mrs. Loma Pendleton, Mrs. Mar R. F. D., Rockland, has recently two sons of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy foods, which are plentiful, will
garet Dow, Mrs. Margaret Adams. left Westover Field Air Base near Moody. Their addresses are Pvt. serve to fill menus during the tem
The waitresses were Miss Katherine Springfield, Mass., for the Army Warren Moody 31154163 Company porary beef, veal and pork short
L. Keating, Miss Anna Webster, Air Forces Classification Center F, 31st Infantry, Camp Atterbury, age. Cheese, dried beans, peas and
Miss Thelma Russell, Mrs. Helen at Nashville, Tenn., to begin an Indiana. Pvt. Nelson Moody, 83d lentils are other sources of proteins.
D. Perry, Mrs. Ellen Packard and intensive training course as avia Div. Signal Corps, Camp Atterbury,
Mrs. Helen Knowlton. John D. tion cadets. A native of Cushing, Columbus, Indiana.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamp?
•
•
•
•
Stahl will be in charge of the sup Pvt. Brooks graduated this year
Miss Edith Dondis, Rockland's
per at the December meeting.
from Thcmaston High School and
also worked as a sawmill operator flrst WAVE, who has been taking
at home andi farming for L, E- a six weeks' course at Stillwater,
EAST FRIENDSHIP
We Buy and Sell
Clark
of Clark’s Flower Ship, Oklahoma, is to be transferred to
Ralph Starrett has employment
at the Todd-Bath Shipyard in Rockville. He enlisted August 29th New York this week. Miss Dondis,
at Portland. Maine, as an1 aviation according to word received' by her
Bath.
Mrs. Albert Jameson and Charles cadet and has been at Westover parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Don
dis, Tillson avenue, will probably
Jameson visited Sunday at the since Sept. 8.
•
•
•
•
be home on a short furlough with
home of Mrs. Marion Smith in
in
a few days.
Simon
L.
Hamalainen
of
Rock

North Bangor.
« • « •
Austin Havener, Virgil Bums and land, Motor Machinist’s Mate, Sec
James
Economy
of 9 Prescott
Harold Jameson returned Tuesday ond Class, of the U. S. Coast Guard
Reserves is now stationed at the street, Rockland, has reported to
from a hunting trip, each bringing
Coast Guard Training Station in j the U. a Naval Training School at
home a deer.
Z '
the Naval Armory in Indianapolis
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Orne and Provincetown, Mass., where he will
108eoFtf
for. an intensive 16-weeks’ course
Mrs. Walter Townsend who passed receive a two week’s training
designed to train him as a Navy
preparatory
to
his
future
assign

a week at their home here, re
radioman, it was announced today
ment.
turned Sunday to Boothbay.
• • • •
by Lt.-Comdr. L. F. JBaroao, USNR,
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Sabien and
*
kOCKLAND
Walpas Sallinen of South Cush commanding officer of the school.
children of Rockland visited Sun
ing is stationed at Norfolk, Va. While stationed in Indianapolis
day at W. W. Havener’s.
His address is C. M. 3-c, UJ5JJ.R.,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McGlauflin
V.GJ5. 28. F.A.D., N.A.S., Norfolk,
are on a hunting trip.
Va.
Robert Starrett was home from
Portland for the week-end.
The Navy’s Flight Selection Board j
fbr New England announced today
that starting Nov. 23, it will be
TOP WAGES PAID TO BOAT BUILDERS
able to examine and enlist on the
same day all applicants lor flight
TIME AND A HALF FOR OVERTIME
training who pass the various exx - -r
I
. aminations on that day. Assum
If intarested, contact
Soraaass and Stiffness
You need to rub on a powerfully ing the applicant successfully
soothing “counter-irritant” like passes the usual mental and physi
H. D. CRIE
Musterole to quickly relieve neuritis,
,
f •
rheumatic aches and pains. Better cal examinations, and is found
at Hotel Rockland Thurs., Nov. 12, for information
‘han an old-fashioned mustard plaster cpallfied in an interview with . a
j help break up painful local congestion I
Naval officer, all he will need for
presently employed in War Production will not be
enlistment the same day will be a
unless properly released)
complete set of the following docu103-tf
| ments;
_

GOOD

USED CARS

MUSCULAR
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Pane Twn

TALK OF THE Tl
bee, Lois Winchenbach, Frances
Guistin, Barbara Saunders, June
Ames, Eileen Donald, Betty Kennison and Maurice Nute.

At The High School

• • • •
A filmstrip entitled “Clerical and
Sales Occupations” was shown to
the Junior Business Training
classes Wednesday. The photo
graphs showed the work of rece itionist, stenographer, typist, stenotype operator, accounting .nach're
operator, the stencil duplicator op
erator, the file clerk, general office
clerks, telephone operators, auc
tioneer,
commission
merchants,
house-to-house salesmen, and tele
graph and cable operators.
• • • •
At the bi-weekly faculty meeting
held Monday in the library, reports
were given by Mrs. Hart, Mis3
Nichols, Miss deRochemont and
Mr. Adams of meetings attended at
the M T.A. Convention in Lewiston.
Mr. Cummings who attended thfe
annual convention of the New Eng
land Industrial Arts Teachers’ As
sociation, in Worcester, whose gen-'
eral theme was “What is Still
Good and What is Changing in In
dustrial Arts” gave an interesting
report of that two-day convention
Another fine report was given by
Principal Blaisdell on the Educa
tion and Industry Conference
which he recently attended in Bos
ton. At this conference there were
approximately 60 representative I

By Tbe Pupils

I

• __ •

Knox County Fish and Gam
ers In For a Fine Time
Tonight
The stag meeting of the Knox
County Fish and Game Association, I
to be held at The Thorndike Hotel
tonight will be replete with enter
tainment features.
Supper will be served at 7 o’clock
and will be followed by an import
ant business meeting, music and
moving pictures. There will also
be several speakers on the eve
ning's program. One of them will
be Captain Upton of the Maine
State Police, who will tell about ac
tivities of the department in war
time. The talk will be illustrated
with moving pictures shown by
George I. Shaw.
Reels of movies of fishing and
hunting will be shown by George
Scott of Belfast. Music will be fur
nished by Ken Wing and his band
.......... .................. ........... Miss Hughes, Evvelyn Clark, Sanford Knight; decorations, Mr.
Dean, Mr. Adams. Peter Sulides.
Oliver Holden, Stanley Walsh.

Annual Apple Day will be held
tomorrow, with Fred L. Allen,
Betty O’Brien, and Lincoln McRae
in charge Mr. Bowden is faculty
advisor, assisted by Miss Rackley,
Miss Marion Ludwick, Miss de
Rochemont, Mrs. Dow, Miss Stahl,
Miss Brcwn, Miss Wood and Miss
Nichols.
Salesmen will be Ralph Stone,
Gloria Axtell, Doris Curtis, Barbara
Elwell, Elmer Sprague, Maxine
Skinner, Gerry Hollis, Beverly
Glendenning, Helene Paul, Muriel
Adams, Lois Benner, Jane Abbott,
Florence Knight, Anna Lend. Ber
nice Mitchell, Flora O’Brien, Ethel
Smith, Gertrude Robishaw, Harold
Look, Charlotte Munro, Betsy Coop
er, Leona Ingerson, Marion Bart
lett, Franklin Blaisdell, Avis Wil
liamson, Carol Wilcott, Joyce Bond.
Virginia Witham, Joan Look, Faith
Long, Aimee Karl and Joan Horne.
A fine variety of apples will be
«
• • • •
sold all day and - evening through
At the Scouter’s Association
out the city.
• * • •
supper meeting held Tuesday at
C.30 ini the gym, this menu was
A card from Pvt. George Wood,
Jr., from Miami Beach, Fla., says
served: Ham, mashed potato,
that he has passed the typing test
s<luash’ peas, lettuce, cranberry
for the Army Clerical job, and will educators and an equal number oi sauce, rolls, apple pie, ice cream
start his new work soon.
leading industrialists and business coffee. The waitresses were Norma
* * * *
MoCii.lis, Ruth Pavson, and Char
men.
A timely and interesting movie,
lotte Weymouth.
* • • •
“Wheels Over Africa,” was shown
Naomi Withington whose father,
at Junior High assembly, Wednes the late Reginald H. Withington.
In Municipal Court
day morning. Barbara Grover of visited Algiers when in the Coast
Room 9 acted as chairman and Guard service, has brought to
Mrs. Delia F. Ycrk of Rockland,
conducted the opening exercises.
before
Judge Zelma M Dwinal in
Junior Business Training class two
• • • •
beautiful tapestries, silk kimonas,) Municipal Court, Thursday, plead
A varied musical program was and several fine photographs which ed guilty to a charge of leaving the
given at the Senior High assembly, he took there in 1934. These scene of an accident, and was fined
Tuesday morning: Piano duet, “The showed a match peddler, the boule $25 and costs of $6.44. It was al
Unfinished Symphony,” (Schubert), vard, Main Street. U. S. Coast leged that a car driven hy Mrs.
Raymond Chisholm and Byron Guard cutters moored there, the York. Nov. 17, was in collision with
Keene; clarinet solo, “Beautiful Mosque Arab girls, the French Na car belonging to Arthur F. Lamb,
Dreamer,” Franklin Blaisdell, ac val Base, native men asleep in the which was parked on Pleasant
companied by Lois Nichols; har street, “bum”’ boats, and water street.
monica solos, Osmond Palmer, ac front scenes.
Robert Dyer of Rockland pleaded
companied by Dorothy Havener;
• • • •
guilty to larceny of automobile be
accordion solos, Morton Estes;
The senior class will present its longing to Albert Trenholm of
selections, “Old Comrades,” and annual play, entitled “June Mad,”
Rockland, Nov. 18, from where it
“Army and Navy March,” by Dec. 10-11 at 8.15. The cast of
was parked on North Main street.
R.H.S. Orchestra, directed by Mrs. characters, in order of their ap
Probable cause was found and he
Sanborn. Members of this group pearance is as follows:
was bound over to the February
include Lois Nichols, Avis William “Penny” Wood,
Dorothy Havener j term of Superior Court. State
son, Franklin Blaisdell, Sandra Chuck Harris.
Robert Coffey police officers found Dyer drving
Hallowell, Albert Havener, Alan Mrs. Wood,
Alice Cross. the car in the town of ScmervilleWilkie, Morris Perry, Barbara Elmer Tuttle,
Barrett Jordan Dyer was a;so
$10 an£j, costs
Wood, Earlon Beal, Kenneth Mig Doctor Wood,
Milton Wooster of $2.20 for driving without a
nault, Robert Chatto, Betty Hemp Effie,
Barbara Wood license.
stead, Emma Peaslee, Marylyn Milly Leu,
Dorothy Goodncw
Cates, Arlene Fickett, and Melzine G. Mervyn Roberts,
Anson Olds
For dependable radio service
McCaslin. Opening exercises were Roger Van Vleck,
Dcuglas Perry call the Radio Shop, telephone 644,
in charge of Jason Thruston,, and Mr. Harris,
Richard Achorn 517 Main street. Complete Philco
Lincoln McRae was chairman.
Shirley
Wentworth,
Nada Cary tine.—adv.
60tf
• * • •
Ralph
Wentworth,
Dennis
Trask
Report cards for the first quarter
Julie Harris,
Virginia Foster
were received today.
•
»
•
•
• • • •
A Junior Hlgn social is being
Tuberculin tests conducted by the
State TB Diagnostic Clinics have held tonight with the freshman
class as guests, in the gym with
been given this week.
* * * •
these committees: Door, Mrs
Kathlen Weed and Eleanor Tracy Strickland, Miss Nichols, Barbara
from the commercial department Grover, Dorothy Pettee; refic.-hhave assisted Principal Blaisdell In ments, Mrs. Dow, Miss Brown.
the office this week. Office mes Donald Brooks, Robert Teele. Alan
sengers have included Dorothy Bis Wilkie; entertainment, Mrs. Brown

POULTRYMEN!
If your pullets are not laying at least 65 percent

You should try—

Victory Mash, $2.70 per bag
at door

KNOX COUNTY GRAIN CO.
31 NEW COUNTY K0AD,

It’s going to be the

greatest Thanks

BOCKLAND, HE.
106*It

HOME MERCHANTS
---------------------------SAVE MONEY,
You and your home merchants ,
GAS ANN
can do each other more good

TUES

this year than ever, and help

the community and help win

first one.
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SUPER

AP
aw■Ml
Mustard
8C
Garden Relish
31c
Salad Oil
‘^27'
Baker’s EXTRACT BOT 29c H
Old DlltCh CLEANSER CAN* 7C
Ming Foy sp8,?;,. 2 02

LAMB LEGS
GENUINE
j
35
SPRINC
LB

-

COWL
FRESH-4 to
6 Ib. avg. LB

c

Lamb Fores

lb21c
BONED & ROLLED IF DESIRED

Broilers
Link Sausage
Frankforts
Sauerkraut

ls37c

Even with Hot Dogs on your
Thanksgiving table, you’re still
geing into the biggest Thanks
giving in years.

Thank Heavens ycu can buy a
fine, warm suit without securing
a ration ticket from the Ges
tapo.

THANKSGIVING SUITS

AND OVERCOATS
$25.00 to $55.00

UNDERWEAR

Don't waste time and gas, and

$1.85 to $6.00

wear out tires going elsewhere

when you can nearly always
get what you want at home for
less money. You get better serv-

ice, too. ★ Know who your real

THANKSGIVING
HOSIERY

Rockland

Camden

f

•* “

Union

Vinalhaven

Huntley-Hill Post meet
at 1.30 p. m. in its new
Park street, next to Park
All members urged to at tei
for 1943 are the order
meeting
A stag meeting of ui
County Fish and Game A.
will be held at 7 o’clock )
the Thorndike Hotel with
and discussion

Harold P Blodgett an
B. Perry were in Augusl
to attend tlie 1 uneral st
Walter S. Wyman, late
of the Central Mabu n |
pany.

Jack Kingsley, who ha;home at the Thorndike ll<j
the close of the racing
now employed as tlmel
the Bath Iron Works

Sliced Halibut u 31
Steak Pollock lb 19e

More Talk of The Town ol
For Thanksgiving the ' i|
English Plum Pudding;
supply limited. At the
Shop.

native

Un ■

Happiness is not a rew;
a consequence.

BENEFIT BEAI
I. O. O. F HALL, SATl’Kf

LUCKY' GAME, Slj
BOOK PRIZE,
FREE GAME,
SI
PLENTY OF GROCEI

Squash Hubbard 5 LBS 1 0C
Cabbage : 310c
Walnut MEATS p£35c
Potatoes s.i 6 lbs 25c
Carrots 'cT3lb-J0c
Onions
45c

TURKEY BE
I. O. O. F HAL

At 8.00 P- M.
MONDAY. NOV

Door Prize
English Lounge

Native Turkeys

PARKER FRUIT
39‘ 2l,75c

Chickens

CAKES

\

5 LB

JANE PARKER

«

Donuts Ptain or Sugared OCZ
SANDWICH bread «
Marvel Enriched—>^1-8
BREA
i
Cracked Wheat LOAF

FLAKES

LGE.

2

PKGS
Soap , White Sail
WHITE LGE. . 7C
Soap Grains SAIL PKG I I
WHITE
TIN- IU
Cleanser SAIL
2 plkgqes 45c
Oxydol
MET. AP
CAKE 0
Ivory Soap
LGE. nqc
Ivory Snow
PKG Aw
Crisco
3 L,B 71 C
3
craekge-20c
Palmolive SOAP
PafmolivebX»e2
,bath tizea cakes 19C I
Octagon Soap 2 bars 9c
Klek PGKEa21c ZMED
PKGS 21c
Soper Suds
2 pPKGS
lkgges 45c
Fels Naptha Soap BAR W
extract
2 OZ AQC
Vatiilla ANN
PAGF
BOT AW
PINT
ANN
Mayonnaise PAGE JAR
*5a°rz 20u
Salad DRESSING
ANN PAGE
ca

Sim’s Lobster |
Inc.
WHOLESALE &
Rmkland Coal Co,

TEL. 420

WE BUY
Hogs, Beef Lamb al
We sugar cure and •■"J
Hams, Shoulders andi
C. H. RICE Cf

ROCKLAND, Ml

25c to $2.00
LADIES’ SUITS AND
COATS TO ORDER

KNOX COUNTTTRUST COMPANY
’«r-W

John Storer of 41 Man.
student at University o:
and graduate of Rockla
School has Just been awal
Logan A. Grilley Memorial
ship which carries with
tuition in the college ai |
cash. It is the third st
awarded to him since h
the institution—a record
extremely gratifying to .|
nian and his Rockland fi

A story hour, conducted|
F. Crawford Gatcombe
held at the Public Librarl
afternoon at 4 o’clock, ai
Children’s Bock Week oJ

friends are. Patronize your
home merchants at all times.

Nov. 20—Knox County
tlaine Assn, meets at Thorn
Nov. 21—Apple Day. Roll.
School.
Nov. 24 Cainden Plano
nuplls of Mrs Ruth Collem
Thomas Parish House
Nov. 26- Thanksgiving.
Dec.
8 — Thomaston
Church fair.
Dec. 10-11—Rockland H.
Senior Cla-ss play
Dec. li—Warren High 8c
act plays at Town Hall.
Dec. 19- knox County J
Association meets.
Dec 26—Christmas.

A fair, conducted un)
auspices of Good Cheei|
circle, will be held in
Temple, Dec 4. aftern<|
evening.

HADDOCK
FILLETS lb

LB

THANKSGIVING

the war, at the same time. ★

•

I” I

'cfc da‘rv

JANE

Thank your Stars and Stripes
you’re in Knox County, and not
Stalingrad.

BOAT BUILDERS WANTED

trui^ and veal, L^sher"
^erb rneats chab eS'Su'

giving since the

RHEUMATIC PAIN

0MB

A Stag Meeting

GREGORY’S

Sllverbrook Bitter lb 52c
Butter H LB PRINTS lB54c
BuMav SUNNYFIELD
CQC
DUllCr 1 LB PRINTS LB WW
PhoAOA
CURED
OCC
wiieese BENCH
coon type
lb ww
PpAaa. cheese A 3 oz «cc
bream fairmont a pkgs iw

.
TEL, 294
•f
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
All prlte* rabjact to Market ch«n»t».

W» rmrti thi

tt UsU

<imbUUm t

BURPEE'
FUNERAL HOj
Ambulance Ser

(M

TELEPHONES
ar 741-1 bt 7i

ya-ii?. ume&ock
BOCKLAND,

I

t
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in3 food

Perb meats chr, Cs'Su"
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'^e many War. X d /evv Qf
P'iced vya
at a&p,
y
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SUPER

AP
2!*3K£7S

| Ann

Mustard Cre
Garden Relish 3*noz 3“r 31 c
Salad Oil » *c6a°nz 27c
VANILLA
Baker’s EXTRACT 2Bo°tz 29®
4 02 Te
f*
Old Dutch CLEANSER ’CAN
Bean
A 18 OZ < Pi.
[Ming Foy Spro uts 4 CANS I J

LAMB LEGS
CENUINE

LB

SPRINC

rQWL
FRESH-4 to

6 lb. avg.

LB

Lamb Fores
I

-21c

BONED & ROLLED IE DESIRED

Broilers
.ink Sausage
:rankforts
Sauerkraut

.37c
lb35c

lb
UULK

29®
LB

OP,
C0

MADDOCK
[FILLETS le

pliced HalibutiB 31'
iteak Pollock lb 19*
NATIVE

mcintosh

2O-—Knox County Pish and
(..une Assn, meets at Thorndike Hotel
Nov 21—Apple Day. Roclcland Hleh
School.
'
Nov. 24 Cainden—Plano recital by
; .pils of Mrs. Ruth Collemore at St
Tnomas Parish House.
Nov. 26— Thanksgiving.
Dec.
8 — Thomaston — Federated
Church fair.
Dec. 10-11—Rockland High School
St ii lor Class play
Dec. 11—Warren—High School cneu i plays at Town Hall.
Dec.
UA Knox County Ministerial
a soclatlon meets,
Dec 25—Christmas.

Browne Club will meet Priday
night in the First Baptist Church
parlors. Members will take their
Thanksgiving offering and articles
John Storer of 41 Main street, a for a Thanksgiving shower.
tudent at University of Chicago,
and graduate of Bockland High
Lincoln E. McRae, Jr., s<m of
School has just been awarded the Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln E. MORae,
<;gan A. Grilley Memorial Scholar- Maverick street, has been elected
hip which carries with it a year’s president of the Maine Association
tuition in the college and $200 in ot Student Councils.
cash. It is the third scholarship
warded to him since he entered
BORN
tlie institution—a record which is „ Clar,k~At Telfair Hospital. Savan19,
Oapt. and Mrs.
. xtremely gratifying to the young
Clark. Jr., a daughter.
Cook—At Darby, Pa.. Nov. 11, to Mr.
man and his Rockland friends.
tSSm” William S. Cook, formerly of
Loulae18

BENEFIT BEANO

PLENTY OF GROCERIES

105*106

TURKEY BEANO
I. O. O. F. HALL
At 8.00 P. M.
MONDAY. NOV. 23
Door Prize

English Lounge Chair

Native Turkeys and
Chickens
\

| Hill j

licked Wheat

BREA

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my heartfelt
thanks to friends, neighbors, and
relatives for the flowers fruit, cards
and other gifts sent during my Illness;
especially am I grateful to Ruth
Mayhew Tent. St. Peter's Womans
Auxiliary, nurses of Knox Hospital
and Drs. Soule and Weisman.
•
Lucy Bucklin

Rummage sale Saturday at Sal
vation Army rooms.—adv.
106*lt

Sim’s Lobster Co.,

103-tf

WE BUY
Hogs, Beef Lamb and Veal
We sugar cure and smoke your
Hams, Shoulders and Bacon
C. H. RICE CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.
102-tf

29®
PINT
jar
JAR 24®
•Sa0/ 20‘
*.Sf

rerbrook Bitter l.52‘
SUNNVFIELO
LB
H LB PRINTS
SUNNYEIELD
LB
1 LB PRINTS
, BENCH CURED
lb c
!
COON TYPE
CHEESE
A 3 OZ 4CC
FAIRMONT 4 PKGS I*

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Serrio<

35

er 781-1 sr 7tt-l

U8-1U
1

HY» tfe» light <• U*11 <u**UU4g •

MM

Rockland League of Women Vot
ers will hold a membership meet
ing at the home of Mrs. Henry B.
Bird, Broadway, Monday afternoon
at 2.30 John M Pomeroy, county
co-ordinator for civilian defense,
Repairs are being made at tlie
will be the speaker. Those wishing
General
Berry engine house, junc
to contribute toys and games for
tion
of
Main and Water streets,
the second toy sale of the league,
may notify Miss Dorothy Lawry or I Preparatory to its use for storage
Mrs. Oliver W. Holden.
' of three pumps of O.C.D., and
_____
i other vehicles of the fire departThe service Thanksgiving Sunday ment. The Are department discon
at the Universalist Church will be j tinued use of the building in 1928.
enriched by a special ceremony in Since then the lower floor has been
dedication of two new and beauti- used by the highway department
ful flags, the American flag and and as a N.Y.A. shop. The upper
the Christian flag, presented to floor is used by Red Jacket Troop
the church by one of its devoted °f Boy Scouts of Amerioa.
members. Assisting the minister.
William J. Sullivan, who hi
with parts in the dedication cere
served
numerous terms in tl
mony will be; Master Keith
Rockland City Government, ai
Daniels, Miss Barbara Daniels, L.
thorizes the announcement that he
A. Walker and Miss Virginia Bow
will be a candidate for alderman
ley.
to succeed Osgood A. Gilbert of
The annual inspection of Ander Ward 5 who resigned to enter the
son Camp Auxiliary, Sons of service.
Union Veterans of the Civil War,
was held Wednesday night, con
ducted by Mrs. Lucilia Blake of
Bath, department inspecting, offi
cer, who announced that the local
Auxiliary was honored this year
with a 100 percent rating. Mrs.
Mae Cross, president, presented
Mrs. Blake with a gift from the
Auxiliary.
Guests present were,
Mrs. Mary Pratt and Mrs. Florence
Robinson, past department presi
dents; George Melzard, past de
partment commander. Sons of
Union Veterans, all of Bath, and
Mrs. Nora Stickney and Mrs. Ruby
Allen, members of the Warren
auxiliary.
A prog,am was pre
sented by Mrs. Velma Marsh, con
sisting of: Reading. “America’s Pic
ture,” Mrs. Nellie McKay; reading
of an Edgar Guest poem by Mrs.
Stella McRae; charge to flag, Ed
win S. Mullen, and comic reading,
concerning I. Leslie Cross, by Mrs.
Doris Ames. Remarks were made
by Rev. Herman R. Winchenbaugh
and Mr. Melzard. A banquet, with
decorations in red, white and blue,
was served at 6 o’clock, with Mrs.
Mildred Sprague, chairman. Those
who assisted were, Mrs. Cora
Delano and Mrs. Harriet Thomas.

Fire Chief Van E. Russell urges
that home owners have their chim
neys cleaned in order to prevent
chimney fires during the Winter
season. An Inspection will be made
by the fire department, upon re
quest made to the fire station,
telephone 434.
Rockland Scout Leaders’ Associa
tion dined at the High School
building Tuesday night, with Scout
Commissioner Horatio C. Cowan,
presiding. High School girls served
supper to the 34 persons present.
“Red” Boutillier of Waterville, as
sistant scout field executive, was
present and was the principal
speaker. Others on the program
were, Mayor Edward R. Veazie,
Fire Chief Van E. Russell, Rev.
Roy A. Welker and Rev. A. G.
Hempstead.
Allan F. McAlary,
chairman of the court of honor
committee, led the group singing,
with Albert Havener at the piano.
Joseph E. Blaisdell, High School
principal, a member of the salvage
committee, presented bonus checks
to each of the troops of Scouts,
who assisted greatly in the recent
ly held drive for meals and rubber.

FOR CHRISTMAS
We are the Smoker’s Headquarters .for

What better gift?
We Wrap ’Em Free!

OXTON’S
MAIN AT PARK ST.,

PEANUTS, plenty
Cigars
Giant Milk. Shakes
Cigarettes

ROCKLAND

Christmas Cards • Work Gloves
Xmas Candies
• Cameras
Dictionaries
• Specialties

“KEEP UP THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT—
A GREETING CARD WILL DO IT”

25 Folders—$1.25 one design or assorted
20 Folders—$1.25 one design only

I
P

Ambulance Service
, CUBWOHT e».
HOMELAND, MB.

tzl. eei

Our priceu aro baaed on the
quality of work that wo erect
and wu do bmtnem with tho aim
that “a satisfied customer is our

Also Patriotic Greeting Cards and a wide variety

of other choice folders

“TRUE TO THE ARMY
SATURDAY ONLY. NOV. 21
TWO FEATURES
ROY ROGERS
GfeORGK (“Gabby') HAYES
in

“SUNSET SERENADE”
Alsu un the Program
44

The Boogie Man
Will Get You”
Featuring
Boris Karloll', Peter Lorre

SUN.-MON.. NOV. 22-23
By popular request we present

“THE SHEPEHRD
OF THE HILLS’
Starring
John Wayne, llarry Carey
Betty Field. Beulah Bendi

Mrs. Belle Frost was general
chairman Tuesday of a rummage
sale and boiled dinner held m
Masonic Temple, which netted 575.
Those acting as salespersons at
the rummage sale were, Mrs. Flor
ence Philbrook, Mrs. Matie Spauld
ing, Mrs. Nettie Freeman, Mrs.
Millie Thomas, Mrs. Annie Morton,
Mfs. Annie Collamore and Mrs.
Nellie McKay. Housekeepers for the
dinner, attended by many, were
Mrs. Ivy Chatto, Mrs. Lena Stevens,
Mrs. Vincie Clark, Mrs. Sarah
Griffin, Mrs. Hattie Davies and
Mrs. Edith Tweedie. Waitresses
were, Mrs. Marjorie Cummins, Mrs.
Doris Jordan, Mrs. Blanche Fales,
Mrs. Anna Nelson, Mrs. Muriel
Drinkwater, Mrs. Eva Green, Mrs.
Grace Flanders, Miss Katherine
Veazie and Mrs. Maitie Little.

KNOX MILL ALL WOOL COATS
Are available—100% pure virgin wool—long

wearing—rainproof—high, serviceable collar.

Special Sale on

Heavy Wool Flannel Jack Shirts
Double Backs, Warm and Serviceable

Write for samples and particulars

Price $7.00

J. A. BREWSTER
CAMDEN, ME.

TELEPHONE 2010,

106-107

H
ZA

to delight the hostess and her guests
because of them! Some are items that are limited as to quantity, and pretty un
likely to be duplicated. Some will be in our stock for some time to come. But all
are specials—and very fine Christmas gift ideas, too!

In white linen, hemstitched, size
66x102, with twelve 16-inch
Napkins—
$13.50

Rayon Set
In Peach color; size 57x77 and
eight 16-inch Napkins—

$2.98
Spun Rayon Printed Cloth
Size 54x72, with six 15-inch
Napkins; many patterns and
colors—

$5.95

Lace Filet Luncheon Cloths
All sizes

$3.98 .to $10.00
Printed Luncheon Cloths
All sizes

$1.79 to $3.98
Beautiful

Dishes
New Open Stock Pattern

Tea Cup
.25
Cream,
,4-5
Tea Saucer .15
Salt
.30
B AB Plate .20
Cr. Soup .90
Dinner Plate .35
Vegetable .50
Fruits
2«
Pepper
30
Sugars
.75
Platter
.45
20 PIECE STARTER SET, 54.60
32 PIECE STARTER SET, 57.50
53 PIECE DINNER SET 513.50

Make your selection early while stock is complete.

NEW

These are all New 1942 Folders just received.

“Rose Beige” Dishes

Sample Folders on display at office only
(no samples sent by mail)

Mail Orders Will Receive Our Best Judgment

Wm. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

as to Selection

OtmAtery Mcmorialg

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

MiPtf

FRIDAY. NOV. 20
JUDY CANOVA
ALLAN JONES
ANN MILLER
in

ALL WOOL COATS

v

Our memorials are erected on
durable cement foundations, built
witlra board form and are guar
anteed ta ft four feet deep to
guard against action of the frost.

SHOW TIMES
Matinees
Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00
Evenings at 8.00

A limited number of the famous

*

(Mail orders 15 cents extra for postage and packing)

FUNERAL HOME

Army and Navy Relief to aid the
families of soldiers and sailors. The
proceeds of the food sale will go
towards maintaining the many
projects for civic betterment for
which the club is responsible.

TEL WALDOBORO 100

Formal Dinner Cloth

PIPES

50 Folders—$1.00 one design or assorted

|

This is past presidents’ day with
the Rotary Club. E. L. Brown will1
Rockland Garden Club will hold act as master of ceremonies.
a food sale Saturday at 1 o’clocx
Red Cross Surgical Dressing
at the Silsby Flower Shop. Mrs
Keryn ap Rice is chairman and workers will note that the rooms
will be assisted by Mrs. David will be open for work Tuesday af
ternoon and evening and Wednes
Beach and Mrs. Joseph Dondis.
The question of why the Garden day afternoon. The rooms will be
Club should need money has been closed all day Thursday, because
raised by many. This club has of Thanksgiving.
planted and maintained the ever
The Seventh Grade group of (
greens and lilacs which beautify
Morning
Glory Scouts Troop start
the Community Building. It plants,
ed
work
on
Cuddly Toys for Christ
fertilizes and keeps up the Hos
mas,
at
this
week’s meeting, and
pital garden; the plantings recently
the
girls
volunteered
articles for
set out around the Maine Central
Thanksgiving
baskets.
Mrs. W. S.
Railroad station; and the flower
Cameron
was
a
guest
at
the meet
beds at the Public Library.
ing.
Badges
awarded
were
archi
Each year the Club has paid all
tecture
and
land,
and
air
mail,
to
expenses to send one of Rockland's
Joan
Proctor;
glass
and
insert
to
young teachers to the Aububon
Summer School Camp that the Earlene Perry, and second class
young may have the benefit of ex badge to Madeline Rubinstein. Tlie
tra nature training. The markers fifth and sixth grade group also
in Lindsey Grove are placed by the volunteered articles for the Thanks
Club and recently the Rockland Li giving baskets, and planned to
brary received a gift of two lovely make animal holders for Christ
framed Audubon prints for the mas. A party will be held for this I
group at the next meeting. The
Children’s Room, from the Club.
Proceeds of the Victory Garden seventh grade group will have
Show which the Rockland-Camden thelr party In the tower room at
Clubs held jointly this Fall in the Community Building Tuesday
Camden, were turned over to the night.

WALDO THEATRE

Ktxkland with a large line of

8.00 o’clock
TWO CENTS A .GAME
Many Special Games Next Mob.
With $48.00 Special Cash Prises
and 52.00 Door Prise
$5 to any winner In 9 nil inkers

RUSSELL

Pratt Memorial Methodist Church '
has recently presented the City of |
Rockland with a piano for use at
the City Farm, West Meadow road.

You’ll take more joy in serving—prettily, smoothly—with the aid of these housewares: and certainly your guests’ eyes and palate will feast more satisfiedly

With Name Imprinted—Envelopes to Match

■

Garden Club Seeks Funds
For Maintenance of lm>
portant Projects

//A

THOMASTON
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

Auspices Williams-Brazier Post
62PtI

To Hold Food Sale

Magazine gift rates: Look, 1 year
(26 issues) $2.25; 2 1-year gifts, 54;
Thanksgiving Food Sale
Readers’ Digest, $2.75, additional
Benefit of Rockland Garden Club gifts, $2.25 each; Parents’ Maga
Cakes, Pies, Breads, Etc.
zine (1 year) $2.00; three 1-year
on sale at
gifts,
$3. Phone or write for price
SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
SATURDAY, NOV. 21—1 P. M.
list. Fred E. Harden, the Magazine
•
106-lt Man, Rockland, Me. Tel. 35-W.—ad.

CHRISTMAS FOLDERS

BAST UNION, MB.
THOMASTON, MB.

BOCKLAND,:
aar*«t

BEANO

ir

BURPEE’S

Roland W. Philbrook completes
this week his duties as door-man
at Strand Theatre, as he is soon
to enter the service. Mr. Philbrook
has been “on the door” at this
popular movie house for about 15
years, his efficient and courteous
manners
winning
him
many
friends.

PERSONALIZED

AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS

TEL. 420

2 OZ
BOT

106*lt

icmoria

Rockland Coal Co. Wharf

a study of a contax camera was
made by members of the Knox
County Camera Club at their
meeting held Tuesday night at the
club headquarters in Wilbur F
Senter’s garage.

FRIDAY NITE, SPEAR HALL, 7.15
Given Away, 55.00—1 each
Door Prize 51.50
Eight Lucky Games
Free Holiday Gift, Dutch Oven with
Fruit Cake, Friday and Saturday

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

WHOLESALE & RETAIL

The assignment of Superior Court
justices for Knox County the com
ing year are: February, the justice
soon to be appointed; May, Justice
Raymond Fellows of Bangor; No
vember, Justice Albert Beliveau oi
Rumford.
The assignments for
Lincoln County are; May, Justice
Beliveau; November. Justice Robert
A. Cony of Augusta.

Ballard Business School «iow has
an enrollment of 50. New students,
who have joined classes recently,
are: Miss Virginia L. Sullivan of
Camden, Miss Phyllis A. Lucas of
Union and Rockland, and Mrs.
Anna M. Varricchio of Rockland.
Miss Virginia White of Rockland
has transferred from night to day
school. Miss Barbara J. Lamb and
Mrs. Clemice B. Preston of Rock
land have enrolled in the day
school.

Admission 25c and 35c, tax incL
148-F-tf

Inc.

21c 2pk«21c
erSuds
2pk%es45c
Naptha Soap bar 5c

Winslow-Holbrook Unit, Ameri
can Legion Auxiliary, will meet
Monday night at 7.30 in Legion
hall. All members who have books
should return them that night. A
sewing circle will be held at 2
o’clock that afternoon.

“Hitler and the War Criminals”
Beano GAR. hall Monday, Nov. —The picture book with the No
23, 2.15 p. m.—adv.
It vember 22d issue of the Boston
Sunday Advertiser, deals with the
BIG BINGO
lives and' infamous careers of the
SAT. NIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7.45 men responsible for world1 murder
Given Away, $10—1 each
and bloodshed in the last two
Door Prize 52-50.
years.
And Three Extra Prizes, 52-50
Eight Lucky Games
Big Prizes on Evening Game
BINGO
106*lt

WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
with Billy Dean and His Violin

pgkeg

Lea aubject to

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank relatives, neighbors
and friends for thelr many kindnesses
bestowed upon my father during his
Illness.
Especially do I thank Mr.
and Mrs. Newell McLain and family
and Mrs. Swan holm; also all who sent
flowers
I shall ever be grateful.
•
Ida Maloney Prescott

South Hope Dance

3CAN
LB 71®
Isco
I I
fmolive SOAP 3,".LL20c
SOAP A
molive bath Slre4 CAKES 19c
agon Soap 2 bars 9C

ANN
onnaise PAGE
DRESSING
ad ANN PAGE
nch DRESSING
ANN PAGE

daughter—Amy

CARD OF THANKS
We gratefully extend our thanks to
those who comforted us In our be
reavement to those who sent flowers
kind
words
and
consolation
and
helped us ln our hour of need.
*
Minnie Blethen, Grace Blethen

LGE 97c

ELAKES

PKGS 4 I
ap While Sail
|ap Grainswsha.le VS 17®
ianser wsZE 3 w, 10c
[ydol
2 plkggcs 45®
>ry Soap
CAKE 6C
IGE.
AAC
try Snow
PKG 4W

k

105*106

4 QC
DC2 I V

Plain ur Sugared

a

Ruth Mayhew Tent, Daughters of
Union Veterans, met Monday night
in Grand Army hall, with Mrs.
Jesse T. Carroll, Council No. 1, pre
siding. It was decided to prepare
several Thanksgiving baskets.
A
quilt, which has been made by
members, is to be given to a needy
family. Mrs. Carroll conducted a
quiz; Mrs. Maud Gables, Mrs. Stella
McRae and Mrs. Lizzie French,
gave readings; and Mrs. Jennie
Pietroski was heard in vocal solos.
Those reported 111 were Mrs. Inez
Packard, president; Mrs. Ada Payson, senior vice president, Miss
Ada Burpee and Mrs. Lucy Bucklin.
The next meeting will be Dec. 7,
when there will be the second
nomination of officers.

Huntley-Hill Post meets Sunday
1.30 p. m. in its new home, 10
married
Park street, next to Park Theatre.
Taft-Wood—At
Muskogee
Okla
All members urged to attend. Plans Sept. 30, Sgt. John A Taft of Yards.’
William C. Lufkin of Glen Cove,
*1Ue- N- J and Priscilla J. Wood of
lur 1943 are the order of the Rockland—by D. Edmonds. J. P.
who has been 111 since early Sum
^"^‘oweU-Smlth—At Rockland. Nov.
meeting.
A Hallowell and Nellie L. mer, was in the city yesterday for
Smith, both of Rockland.—by Rev
a brief stay.
Charles A. Marstaller.
A stag meeting of the Knox ,-Be.v®y?ge'Perry—At Bockland. Nov.
17, Milton Ames Beverage of North
Civilian Defense volunteers serv
County Pish and Game Association Haven,
and Barbara Helen Perry of
will be held at 7 o’clock tonight at Rockland—by Rev J. Charles Mac- ing this week at the local ration
Donald.
ing board office are Mrs. Keryn ap
the Thorndike Hotel with speakers
Rice, Mrs. Raphael S. Sherman,
and discussion.
nnen
Mrs.
Almon P. Richardson. MLss
Carroll—At Camden, Nov. 18, Alice
Lulu,
wife
of
A.
8&nford
Carroll
age
Rose O’Neil, Miss Bertha McIntosh,
Harold P. Blodgett and Morris 77 years.
Funeral Saturday at 2
B Perry were in Augusta Tuesday o clock from Good funeral home. In Mrs. Sanford W. ^Delano, Mrs.
ln Mountain Cemetery.
Ralph Bangs, Mrs. Lincoln McRae,
to attend tlie funeral services for terment
Korplnen—At
South
Thomaston,
Nov.
20,
Caroline
Korplnen age 82 years Mrs. Admah D. Morey, Mrs. Hervey
Walter S. Wyman, late president
6 months. 17 days. Funeral Sunday at
C. Allen, Mrs. Emest B. Buswell,
of the Central Maine Power Com 2 o’clock from Finnish Church.
Wallenlus—At Union, Nov. 18, Marla Mrs. Frank Marsh. Mrs. Alfred G.
pany.
wife of Alexander Wallenlus, age 57
years. 3 months, 15 days.
Funeral Hempstead,
Mrs. Blanchard B.
at 2 o'clock from residence.
Jack Kingsley, who has made his Sunday
Smith
and
Mrs.
Wendell Emery.
Interment at Fairview Cemetery.
Carleton—At Rockport. Nov. 18, Wil
home at the Thorndike Hotel sines
bur Carleton, age 73 years 7 months. 14
Knox Lodge, F. A. M„ South
the close of the racing season, is days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock
from
Russell
Parlors.
Interment
ln
Thomaston, will work the Master
now employed as timekeeper at Carleton Cemetery.
Bean—At Roxbury. Nov.
5, Miss Mason degree on four candidates
the Bath Iron Works.
Della Bean, formerly of Rockland,
age 71 years. Funeral at Forest Hills Monday night Roast chicken sup
A fair, conducted under the Chapel, Ashes will be placed ln fam per will be served at 6.30. James
ily lot ln Achorn Cemetery.
auspices of Good Cheer Sewing
Williams, worshipful master,
White--At Rockland, Nov. 16, Anna M.
C
wife of William T. White, will be assisted by four other mas
circle, will be held in Masonic age White,
64 years. 5 year.s months. 11 days.
Temple, Dec. 4, afternoon and Funeral Wednesday afternoon. Rev. ters of the 9th Masonic district.
Roy A. Welker, officiating. Interment
evening.
All Master Masons are cordially
In Achorn cemetery.
invited.
A story hour, conducted by Mrs.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Robert St.
Lloyd E. Clark, genial florist, was
P. Crawford Gatcombe, will be
Clair, a member of the 111 fated
held at the Public Library Priday Madeline and Flora, lost Nov. 20. 1939. wreathed in smiles yesterday after
afternoon at 4 o’clock, as part of Our eyes grow weary with unshed receiving word from Savannah, Ga.,
tears,
that a daughter had been born
Children’s Bock Week observance. Our hearts with grief are numb.
As we listen for the voice we loved
that
day to his son, Capt. Lloyd
so well
Mure Talk of The Town on Page 2. And the footsteps that never more E. Clark, Jr., and Mrs. Clark. Mrs.
come.
. ■ ■ ■'» — • »
With each year the memories grow Clark visited Rockland last Febru
dearer
For Thanksgiving the “Helen C.”
ary and March, when Capt. Clark
That deep ln our hearts we hold
English Plum Pudding; delicious, They will last through endless ages was stationed in Boston. Capt.
supply limited. At the Bettefan TUI we meet ln that city of gold.
Clark is now overseas and com
Never forgotten by his wife and
Shop.
105*106 children
* mands an anti-aircraft battery.

I. O. O. F 1IALL, SATURDAY, 8.15
LUCKY GAME, $17.00
DOOR PRIZE,
$7.50
FREE GAME,
58.00

I naito JANt banker

Harbor-

at

Happiness is not a reward—it Is
a consequence.

uash Hubbard 5lbs10‘
[abbage 3 l8S 10c
[alnut meats kg 35c
Potatoes. 6lbs25‘
arrots "T 3 lbs 10c
Inions
45c

The Islesboro-Lincolnville Beach
The Past Presidents* Association
ferry boat, Gov. Brann, Capt. Eben
of Edwin Libby Relief Corps held
Babbldge, which has been at Snow
its annual meeting recently, and
Shipyards for engine repairs, is
elected the following officers: Mrs.
now back in service.
Maude Cables, president; Mrs. Bes
sie Haraden, vice president; Mrs.
The tug Neptune, Capt. James
Millie Thomas, secretary and Mrs.
Staples, has recently been at Snow
Ida V. Huntley, treasurer
Shipyards for general repairs. The
craft is owned by the Boston Tow
Chapin Class of the Universalist
boat Co., and bases at Portland.
Church will meet Tuesday night
Capt. t Ralph A. Curtis, formerly
with Miss Gladys V. Blethen,
master of the tug Sommers N. Holmes street.
Smith, is 1st Officer.

Page Three

32 PIECE SET,

$2.98

Willow Ware
BLUE AND PINK
32 PIECE SET,
55 98
8 PIECE APPLE DESSERT 51.00
8 PC. APPLE TEA & TOAST 51
3 FC. APPLE SALAD SET, 51.19

Tuesday-Friday
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MRS. ISABEL LABE
Correspondent
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ATJ7NA L. STAKRETT
Correspondent
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Tel. 49

Telephone 78

By ARTHUR STRINGER

W M.U.SlRVlCD

THE STORY SO FAR: To keep
rland Airways in business Alan S!~ e
agrees to fly a so-called scientist M»r~|
Frayne and his partner, Karnell, to t ig
Anawotto river in search o( the t.-iimi peter swan. With the proceeds Slade's
partner, Cruger, buys a Ixickheed plane,
which is stolen. When he returns from
the A.iawotto Slade starts out to recover
the plane. In this he is being helped
by an eskimo named Umanak and by his
old prospector friends, Zeke and Minty.
Acting on a hunch Slade has gone to
Frayne’s camp and has discovered that
the missing plane Is hidden there. Slim
Tumstead, a flyer who has lost his li
cense for drinking and Is little more
than an outlaw, has been flying it for
Frayne.
But when Slade attempts to
examine the plane's cargo he is knocked
unconscious by Karnell. Tumstead saves*
him from being killed by Karnell, only
to abandon him later on a deserted Is
land because he “knows too much.” .
Tumstead has just taken off again,
after leaving Slade with only a knife, a
pound of German army chocolate, a can
of “bully” beef and what looks like an
empty tin.
Now continue with the story.

CHAPTER XIV

He placed the knife on the shore
slope. Beside it he placed the pound
of German chocolate, and beside that
again the tin of bully-beef
After
studying them for a long time he
reached for the tobacco tin.
This, when he opened it, proved
not to be entirely empty. In it, to
his surprise, he found half a dozen
steel fishhooks.
He stared at them for a full min
ute, remembering how more than
one bush pilot had the habit of car
rying such tbings in his emergency
equipment. They gave a promise of
food, in case of a forced landing in
a wilderness threaded with water
ways.
Then, with a gasp of apprehen
sion, he crawled about the slope,
carefully retrieving the scattered
lengths of cord that had been cut
from his wrists and ankles. The
best of them were only a few feet
in length. But he had proof enough
of their strength. And when knot
ted together they would provide him
with a fish line that might land any
thing from an inconnu to a fivepound Whitefish.
That gave him the courage to
climb the rocky ledge behind him
and examine his island. There was
growth enough about him, he saw,
to make a shelter of some sort,
growth enough for firewood and the
smoking of fish. And along the
westerly shore where the slopes end
ed in sedgy meadows his gaze came
to rest on a wide field of bulrushes.
That gave him new hope.
He was alone in an empty world.
But as he stood straight on his lone
ly ridge of rock he told himself that
he hadn't yet reached the end of his
rope.'

Two embattled and odd-looking
figures groped their way northward
between the muskegs and the rocky
hogbacks that stretched out to the
skyline beyond Lake Avikaka. Each
man carried a rifle and a cartridge
belt that bristled with shells. Each
was further burdened down with a
blanket roll and a grub bag. From
the waist of one dangled a beltax, from the waist of the other
swung a skillet and tea pail.
They went on, stoically slapping
at black-flies and mosquitoes, until
weariness overtook them and a low
ering sun told them it was time to
call it a day. Then they made camp,
cooked their bacon and flapjacks,
adjusted their mosquito bars, and
rolled up in their worn and smokestained four-pointers.
When morning came they broke
camp and once more hit the trail.
They saw the sun climb higher in
the heavens and the muskegs be
come fewer as they advanced into
a country of bolder rock ridges with
a scattering of tamarack along their
southern slopes. They saw the shad
ows lengthen and the light once
more thin out. And once more they
made camp, and slept, and pushed
on again.
“We're on the proper trail all
right,” observed Minty as he mount
ed a knoll and surveyed the sur
rounding landscape. “There's the
black-water lake I skirted on my
way back.”
“There's been folks here before
Us,” asserted Zeke. pointing to
where scrub spruce had been cut
along the hill slope.
“From the flrst crack out o' the
box." said Minty, “I had a queer
feelin' about that two-eyed swanhunter. I knew he wasn't edgin'
up into this district of ours for any
good.”
•
"Then why’s he here?”
“That's what I'm a-goin' to find
out," retorted the grizzled old pros
pector, “before he gits another
sneakin' shot at my carcass.”
It was as they were circling cau
tiously along the westerly arm of
the lake that Zeke stopped short on
a ridge crest that ended in a deep
water bayou. For moored close in
under a cliff there he saw the
scarred and sun-bleached wings of
a plane.
"That's the Snow-Ball Baby,” was
Minty's sudden exclamation.
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•If they want to do It Injin stylo,” said Minty, "It’s okay with me.’

"That’s Lindy’s old crate all
right,” agreed the perplexed Zeke.
“But where’s our puddle-jumper?”
They still hesitated in their ap
proach. But curiosity finally over
came them. When they found no
pilot there, after invading its cab
in, they regarded each other for a
moment of silence.
“I don’t like the look o’ this,”
Zeke finally asserted.
“Chances are he's scoutin' round
on foot,” maintained Minty as he
clambered ashore. But Zeke, who
remained to assess the cabin's con
tents, shook a dubious head.
"There's grub and extra gas in
there,” he reported when he re
joined his companion. “There’s even
blankets and fly nets and one o’
them new-fangled air mattresses.”
"Then you'll see him headin' back
here pronto," Minty persisted.
But at the end of an hour’s wait
the azure of his optimism was shad
owed by a cloud or two.
“Something’s happened to that
boy." averred Zeke as his old eyes
onffe more swept the silent rock
ridges.
“Then it’s up to us to roost here
and keep an eye on his plane,”
was Minty’s suggestion.
“I don’t like the idee o’ that ship
anchored close in here where any
outsider could climb aboard," said
Zeke. "Where she ought to be is
out in the middle o’ that lake with
a quarter-mile o’ water between her
and shore.”
“How’d you git her there?” asked
Minty, as he studied the plane. “I
always had a hankerin’ for knowin' how to handle one o’ them con
traptions. And right now that hank
erin’ is stronger’n ever.”
But Zeke had his own ideas about
the matter.
I "I could float her out and anchor
her there with a couple o’ rockslabs tied to her moorin'-lines,” he
explained. “Then she’d be where
no one could sneak up on her.”
“And how’d you git back?” de
manded Minty.
I “I’d blow up that air mattress ef
Lindy’s and paddle ashore. And
when our bush hawk shows back he
can sail out to her in the same
way.”
“S’posin’ he don’t show back?”
“Then it’s up to us," said Zeke,
“to find out what's keepin’ him away
from a ship he'd never desert of his
own free will.”
But the shifting of the Snow-Ball
to its new berth was no easy mat
ter. And even with the plane safely
anchored in mid-lake Zeke's trou
bles were not over. The inflated air
mattress, from the first, proved a
precarious craft. When halfway to
shore, in fact, Zeke lost his balance
and went overboard, with Minty's
anxious eyes watching his struggles
as he floundered about and finally
resumed his perch on the little raft
of rubber.
i
Minty, standing guard on his rock
point, knew what would be needed,
and needed at once, '’e dropped his
rifle and lost no tii?X in gathering
wood and starting a fire. The flames
were roaring by the time the wet
and bedraggled Zeke crawled up the
shore slope. His teeth were chat
tering and his language was blas
phemous.

"Quit cussin’.” admonished Min
ty. "and git out o’ them clothes be
fore they chill you to the bone.”
Zeke’s shirt was dry by the time
he was ready to drink his tea. And
his ill temper had departed by the
time the dignity of clothing was re
stored to his sinewy old body.
"We can’t squat round these em
bers no longer.” he announced.
"What we’ve got ’o do is sleuth out

them white - skinned Comanches
who're musclin’ in on our domain.”
“Lead me to ’em,” said Minty as
he shouldered his pack and took up
his rifle.
But Zeke, at the moment, was
busy mounting a near-by ridge. He
stood scanning the blue-misted
slopes between him and the lower
ing sun. He squinted long and close
ly at the wooded crest across a
wide valley studded with glacial
hardheads. And as he looked he
saw a puff of smoke bloom for a
moment against the hill-top spruce
gloom at the same time a bullet
whined over his head.
His reaction to that was auto
matic.
He dropped to the far side of the
ridge, where he lay shouting for
Minty to get under cover. But Min
ty disregarded that advice. He stood
with his rifle at half-arm, studying
the wooded crest across the valley.
But the whine of a second bullet
sent him ducking behind the shelter
of a hardhead.
"They want fightin’, eh?” he cried
as he leveled his rifle along the stone
top. “Well, they’ll git it a-plenty.”
But, after a two-man council of
war. they realized that closing in
on the enemy was not so simple as
it might seem.
“If they want to do it Injin
style,” said Minty, “It’s okay
with me. There's no reason why
two can’t play at that game.”

‘‘But dodgin’ round rock corners
ain’t goin' to find Alan,” Zeke pro
tested. “And our flrst job is to git
trace o’ that boy.”
If they declined to retreat, how
ever, they made their advance a
more circuitous one. When night
fall came they quartered off at an
angle, advancing craftily from rock
shadow to rock shadow, their old
eyes searching every ridge slope
and hollow. But they encountered
no sign of life. When weariness
overtook them one would sleep for
two hours while the other kept
watch.
"I don't like this lull in things,”
observed Zeke as he blinked about
the silent ridges. "Makes me sus
picion them swan-hunters might be
puttin’ something over on us.”
“Let ’em try it,” barked Minty
after a look into his cartridge cham
ber.
Zeke’s weathered old face re
mained troubled.
“But while we're pirootin’ through
these empty pine woods and indulg
in' our personal appetite for leadslingin’ they might be back-backin’
to Alan’s Snow-Ball Baby. And I
don’t want ’o see anything happen
to that boy’s ship.”
“It won’t,” averred Minty, “while
I’ve still got a trigger to pull.”
"Then my vote,” said Zeke. “goes
to gittin’ back to that plane and
standin’ watch there until Alan
shows up.”
Minty adjusted his blanket roll and
tightened his 6elt.
"I reckon you're right for once,”
he conceded.

Seated on the barren shore of
his sub-arctic island. Alan Slade
knew a recurring pang of despair
much sharper than any pain in his
abused body.
His first task, he told himself,
was to take in the circle of his
world, the only world that remained
to him. His steps grew steadier as
he mounted the shore slope and
worked his way up to one of the
bolder ridge crests.
From that vantage point he care
fully studied his island.
That island, he found, was not so
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why the giraffe had such a long

neck.
“Well, you see,” said the keeper
gravely, “the giraffe’s head is so
far removed from his body that
a long neck is absolutely necessary.
Buy Ww 9»vta$» BW&
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any cause nagging beclcaehe, rheumatic peine,
leg Paine, loss of pep and energy, getting up
nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
headaches and diixineas. Frequent or scanty
peesagss with smarting and burning sometunas shows there is something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
Kidneys may need help the same as boweb.
----- ur druggist for Doan's Pills, used sueby millions for over 40 yean. They
relief and will help tha 16 mil— of
—i flush out poisonous waste from
Get Doan sPilla.

Mrs. Charles Polk and children
Went Wednesday to Warren, R. I
where Mr. Polk has employmen
They were accompanied by Mis
poll’s mother, Mrs. Leonard Swears.
Mrs. Ediward Greenleaf has reI turned from a visit with her daugh' ters Corinne and Miriam in Hart
ford, Conn., and her mother, Mrs
gada Lennox in Dorchester. Mass.
j4rs. Jennie Patterson has re
turned from Boston,
pev. and Mrs. W. j. Hutchinson.'
who have been at their Summer
home "ES-Will-El” went Tuesday
to Orlando, Fla.
Miss Emeline Roberts is in Quincy,
Mass., to pass the Winter with her
niece, Miss Clare Smith.
Mrs. Frank Mullen went Tuesday
to Bath to visit her niece. Mis
Ralph Seekins before going to pass
the Winter with her daughter, Mrs
William Fraser, in Pennsylvania.
Phyllis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. j
ptoyd R/obertson, celebrated her
llth birthday Saturday by enter
taining her classmates, Monica
gwears, Ada May Dyer, Ann Robin- ,
son, Connie Phillips, Gwendolyn
Erickson and Betty Nash. Retreshments were served and games were
played.
The Eastern Star Club met Fri
day with Mrs. Eleanor Gregory
Mystery prize went to Mrs Jennie
Smith.
Mrs. Edith Vinal has returned
from North Haven.
Floyd Roberts caught his hand tr.
a sawing machine Saturday, neces
sitating treatment at Knox Hospi
tal. He made the trip in Capt.
Eugene Loud’s boat.
Meredith Trefrey Mas returned to
New Haven, Conn., having been
guest of his mother. Mrs. Ethelyn
Trefrey.
Union Church Sunday school
meets at 1 a. m.; worship at 11. The
pastor. Rev. Charles Mitchell, will
preach on the subject "Recognizing
the Divine Goodness." Christian
Endeavor meets at 6pm.; subject
of the evening meeting "Tlie Open
Door.” Selections will be sung by
the choir at both services.
Corp. Calvin B Vinal’s new ad
dress is: Battery B . C.A.O.CS , Fort

Monroe, Va.
Mrs. Allston Roberts and daugh
ter, Mrs. Clinton Thomas, were
guests Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs
Lewis Burgess, in North Haven.
Mis6 Mary Maker returned Mon
day from South Bristol.
Mrs. Herbert Carver returned
Monday from Farmington where she
passed the week-end w'ith her
daughter. Miss Ernestine Carver.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond MacDon
ald have returned from Camden.

SWAN’S ISLAND
Mrs. Adelbert Bridges is on tlie
mainland for medical treatment
and while there, will visit relatives
and friends.
Mrs. Nina Sprague is passing the
Winter in Rockland.
The Observation Post has been
reopened.
Mrs. Lena Torrey has returned
to Rockland after passing a few
months at her former home here
Mrs. Lawrence Snell of Kenne
bunk has been visiting her mothe,
Mrs. Nettie A Milan and her
daughter Margo for a Week.
Rev. Carl Hall went Thursday on
the Sunbeam for his monthly
trip on tlie preaching circuit.
Wesley Staples and Miss Ma-'
Bums were united in marriage Sa'
urday night at the home of the
bridegroom’s parents. Mr. and Mi
Herman Staples. The bride is the
youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Burns.
Pfc. Llewellyn Joyce is stationed
in Florida where he is giving in
structions in operation of boats.

Shetland ponies are used as draft
animals in the Shetland Islands
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Stops Perspiration
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Does not tot dresses or men s
shirts. Does not irritate skin
No waiting to dry. Cin be uied
right after shaving.

3. Instantly stops perspiration for
1 to 3 days. Prevents odor.

4. A pure, white, greaseless,
stainless vanishing cream.

5. Awarded Approval Seal of
American Institute of Launder
ing for being harmless to
fabric.
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All thi larger cities of Canada
make use of hydro-electric power.
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Mrs. Charles Polk and children
■ went Wednesday to Warren, R. I.,
E ,-here Mr. Polk has employment.
| They were accompanied by lfrs.
Polk’s mother, Mrs. Leonard Swears.
Mrs. Edward Greenleaf has re
turned from a visit writh her daugh
ters Corinne and Miriam in Hart
ford, Conn., and her mother, Mrs.
ga da Lennox in Dorchester, Mass.
Mrs. Jennie Patterson has re11 turned from Boston.
Rev. and Mrs. W. J. Hutchinson,
• »ho have been at their Summer
|| home “El-Will-El’’ went Tuesday

to Orlando, Pla.
FOR SALE
M .ss Emeline Roberts is in Quincy,
Mass., to pass the Winter with her
INO Accordion and barber's chair
|le at 84 PARK ST Tel 1123-W.
niece, Miss Clare Smith.
_______ 108 107
Mrs. Frank Mullen went Tuesday
|TON yellow turnips for saie
lizc and smooth. .JAMES SOUto
Bath to visit her niece, Mrs.
|Wiley's Corner. St. Oeorge.
Ralph Seekins before going to pass
_____________________108-108
Plymouth Sedan for sale, good
the Winter with her daughter, Mrs
lien;
6
WADSWORTH
ST
William Fraser, in Pennsylvania.
Jston_______________________ 106-107
ER Kraut for sale. 1 Qal. jar
Phyllis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
\l $1 25; 1 gal Juice. Jar and all
Floyd
Rjobertson, celebrated her
1 Can send lt anywhere In U. S
end me check and I will do the
11th birthday Saturday by enter
I EDWIN A
DEAN. Rockland
taining her classmates, Monica
fel 071 J.________
108-111
IT A Floor model drill press for
guears, Ada May Dyer, Ann Robin
Complete with mortising, routson, Connie Phillips, Gwendolyn
lid shaper shafts and attachApply COMMUNITY STORE.
Erickson and Betty Nash. Refresh
|,:i St , City________
106*107
ments were served1 and games were
EON Saws, new. and other caftoolg for sale
W. H. KBSS
played.
Clyde_____________
108*108
The Eastern Star Club met Fri
HED
building
for sale
day with Mrs. Eleanor Gregory.
EDWARDS ST.
108-106
Mystery prize went to Mrs. Jennie
Smith.
Mrs. Edith Vinal has returned
Irom North Haven.
Floyd Rcberts caught his hand ln
a sawing machine Saturday, neces
sitating treatment at Knox Hospi
tal He made the trip in Capt.
Eugene Loud’s boat.
Meredith Trefrey has returned to
New Haven, Conn., having been
guest of his mother, Mrs. Ethelyn
Trefrey.
Union Church Sunday school
meets at 1 a. m.; worship at 11. The
pastor. Rev. Charles Mitchell, will
preach on the subject ’’Recognizing
the Divine Goodness." Christian
Endeavor meets at 6 p. m.; subject
of the evening meeting "The Open
Door." Selections will be sung by
the choir at both services.
Corp. Calvin B. Vinal’s new ad
dress is: Battery B„ C.A.O.CS., Fort
Monroe, Va.
Mrs. Allston Roberts and daugh
ter, Mrs. Clinton1 Thomas, were
guests Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs.
el Rockland. 172-R.
101*112
LET heads, blocks, trans Lewisand
Burgess,
rearinends, glass,
good in North Haven.
r «aie
to settle estate J. HERBERT
rs for sale. Also
complete
Miss
Mary
Maker returned Mon
Tel. 2306 or 2170, Camden.
■1 A and Chevrolet motofs.
i69-tf
condition, for
s
daysale.
fromR.South
Bristol.
Lane
106*106
|H hard coal, egg. stove, Kelley
nut
Mrs. Herbert Carver returned
coat for sale, size 12*
fr ton. del Nut size and Trun
from
New River soft, not screened
rear
Apply atMonday
LUCIEN
K. Farmington where she
In del M B & C. O. FERRY.
SON. Mrs Ralph
Gray;
passed
the
week-end with her
St . Tel 487
100-tf
__________________ 105*106
daughter.
Miss
Ernestine Carver.
RAPH enlargements,
size
ch. size 8x10, 36cMr.
each.
andAny
Mrs. Raymond MacDon
- each Send negatives and
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ald have Ave.,
returned from Camden.
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Automatic Operation of Dampers
By Means of a Thermostat
Tt is a simple matter to auto-

1 matically control your heating
plant by installing a thermostat.
A thermostat will automatically
operate the dampers in such a
way to supply even, steady heat
upstairs between firing periods.
It eliminates constant trips to
the cellar for the manual regu
lation of dampers.
A good thermostat may be
urchased today at small cost.
ri fact, in a short period of time
it will pay for itself by saving
fuel that was previously wasted
by over-heating of the house.
Authorities
claim
that
for
every degree above 70 that we
heat our home, ltt% more fhel
is consumed. If we heat our
home up to 78 degrees, 12% more

E

GEORGES RIVER ROAD

coal is used. If the automatic
operation of the thermostat is
governed by changes in room
temperature it will stop this
overheating and thereby save on
coal consumption.
Medical men tell us that
during the winter 50% of ill
ness is caused by colds. They
further state that overheating is
one of the greatest causes of
colds.
It will pay you to get
more information on
thermostatic damper
controls. Your home
will be evenly heated at
all times without con
stant trips to the cellar
and you will save on
your coal bill.
f

ROCKVILLE

A devotional meeting will be held1
Mr. and Mrs. Vera Crockett and
Sunday at 1 JO in the home of Mr. family have moved to the Maloney
and Mrs. Toivo Hendrickson in house.
Finntown-

Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Johnson
were week-end guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Erick Erickson in Ybrk Vil
lage. They were accompanied As
far as Portland by their daughterin-law, Mrs. Lempi Johnson, and
Mrs. Lena Elglund of Long • Cove
who visited Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Ruuska and other friends, former
residents of Long Cove. Returning
with them was Mrs. Elsie Hakala,
who is staying with friends here and
in Rcckland, expecting to return
Sunday to Portland.
Mrs. Fred Anderson entertained
Sunday at a party in honor of the
birthday of her daughter, Miss Ina
Anderson of Bath. Refreshments
including a beautiful large birth
day cake were served by the hostess,
assisted by Mrs. Ellen Nelson and
Mrs. Mildred Harjula.. Miss Ander
son received many lovely gifts in
cluding an heirloom crocheted table
cloth from her mother, an exquisite
example of fine handiwork made
by Mrs. Charles Bowen of Isle au
Haut. Those present were Mrs.
Annie Kyllonen and son Elvin of
Waldoboro. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Mondeau, Mrs. Helen Merrill, Mrs.
Ethel Lyddie, Misses Agnes John
son and Edna Ranta of Rockland,
Miss Beulah Barbour of Camden,
Mrs. Esther Lunden of Bath, Mrs.
Ellen Nelson and daughter Eleanor.'
Mrs. Amanda Maki, Irving Sawyer,
all of Thomaston; Miss Natalie
Brackett of New Harbor, Miss Ina
Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Harjula and sons Gene andi Erick,
Misses Arline Nelson. Dorothy John
son and Arthur Anderson, all of
this place; and Mr. Mondeau of
Portland.

Einar Lofman is a surgical pa
tient at Knox Hospital.
Miss Josephine Tolman went to
Fitchburg Wednesday to spend a
week with

her

aunt.

Mrs.

Caro

Eells, while vacationing from her
work in the office of John Bird Co.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Robbins and
Mrs. Maryon Moody and children
have moved to their smaller house
for the Winter.
Mrs. Jesse Keller is spending a
4-H Club Notes
few days with her daughter, Mrs.
Members of the South Jefferson
Noyes Fanner, in Milton.
Juvenile Grange put on a special
Miss Edith R'ley visited Tues patriotic program ab the regular
day with Mrs. Edgar Hallowell.
Grange meeting Friday evening,
Nov. 13- Nine of these members
completed
4-H food’ production
LAWRY
projects last month and were pre
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Simmons
sented at this time with the special
and sons Teddy and Gordon of
"food
for victory" certificates
Rockland were guests Sunday of
signed by the governor, by the club
Mr and Mrs. Lester Simmons.
agent, Anna Simpson. Exhibits of
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Lawry visited
the projects were on display. The
Sunday at the home of the latter's
concluding number on the program
sister, Mrs. Robert Tibbetts in
“Introducing the Vegetables.” gave
Bristol.
a history of many of our common
Mrs. Florence Wallace of South
Waldoboro called Monday on Mrs vegetables as each was brought
forward gaily decorated.
Mrs.
Blanche Wallace.
Winifred
Banks,
juvenile
Grange*
Miss Daisy Simmons of the vil
lage dined Monday with her mother matron, plans to organize a 4-H
Club this coming year.
at the home of Angie K. Simmons.
Again this year. Happy-go-Luckies
Funeral services for Melvin Sim
4-H
girls of Warren wiil hold am
mons were held Monday from the
attendance
contest. Martha Grif
residence, Rev. Walter Smith of the
fin
will
be
captain of the green
Methodist Church officiating. Mr.
side
and
Emily
Smith of the white
Simmons was the oldest son of the
side.
Captains
chose members of
late George and Mary Simmons and
their
teams
at
a
meeting Nov- 12,
was the last of a family of two sor 1
and a daughter. He is survived by at the home of their leader Mrs.
Mrs. Crockett
one son, Irving M. Simmcns, ami Luella Crockett.
three grandchildren. Those from gave the first year sewing girls in
out of town who attended the serv struction on filling out sewing ma
Ices were Mr. and Mrs. Granville chine charts.
The George’s Valley Boys of
Wincapaw, Mrs. Lillian Vannah
Mrs. H. W. Burns and Mrs. David Warren met Nov. 11 and outlined
Wallace of Waldoboro, Mr. and their program of work for 1943.
Mrs. Ray Simmons and Daisy Vaughan Philbrook was the win
gimmOns
ner of an intelligence contest. Re
freshments were served by Mrs.
Earle
Moore, assistant leaderAPPLETON RIDGE
The Happy Homemakers 4-H
Mrs. Frank Thorndike of Cam
club
of Aina have taken in five
den has been spending a few days

iss______________
105*106
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or sale, 4 Toggenburgs and
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id._______________
Mrs. 105*106
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_______ 106*107
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work
for sale. 427
|w,inted for housework.. ITY
No horsei mainland
for medical treatment William
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Me'.vin'
105*107
or cooking SAVITT. 18 ShawROAD.
i
and
while
there,
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I and
friends.
|J or White sewing machin
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I in
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I_________________________ 106-lt
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J Winter
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Mrs. Marion Winchenbach of
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time
ring water ln house, small
■ework, no cooking.
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Observation
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has
been
Dutch
Neck and Mrs. Eldora Gross
>eds
repairs
On
state
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at Maple Bend Farm.
Power line
passes house,
I
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spent
an
evening recently with Mr.
N wanted for general houseland Price $325. M. Helen
Mr. and Mrs. William Newbert
►o ln family. Plain cooking.
ting. Me
Address.
Mrs. ThomLena Torrey has returned and Mrs. Linwood Castner in
|M 76 Mechanic St
106-106
were
in Camden Monday, calling on
_____________________ 104-106
I to Rockland after passing a few Medomak.
Jrwoman wanted six fore
arm- for sale ln West RockMrs.
Chrystal Pennington and son
months
her former home here.
|vrek Must cook some. TEL.
good for I4000
hens. atExMr. and Mrs. Harvey Simmons of
Douglas
at Community Hospital.
________________ 108*106
berry land. Tel.Mrs.
575, Lawrence
FRED
Snell of Kenne- Bath were visitors here Sunday.
22 Amesbury St.
102-tf
|L>y
wanted
THORNDIKE
Mrs. Evelyn Pitman was a re
bunk for
has sale,
been visiting her mother,
Mrs. Lettie Eugley and daughter,
_____________________ 104-tf
orse dump ■ carts
cent visitor at the home of her son,
j
Mrs.
Nettie
A.
Milan
and
her
ich
rims
Tel.
575.
FRED
| >me workshop power tools
Miss Celia Eugley of Kaler’s Cor
22 Amesbury
St.
102-tf
C. Johnson Pitman in North Vas
' • small horsepower moI daughter
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ner have beeff guests of Mr. and
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Carl Hall went Thursday on Mrs. Alden Waltz.
doboro
H. WRevTHORN
,t 328 Main St.. Rockland
Miss Lucy Moody of Pittsfield

!___________________ 104-107

r woman wanted for general
Tel 132. MRS. DORIS
115 Summer
St.
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Eggs wanted
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Ildoboro
RIVES

___________ 102-tf

wanted
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BOX
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________8* tf
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RAZORVILLE
Froid Pitman Is guest of
In Connecticut, accomLlr and Mrs. Earl Pres-

|heir' return from a visit
Jtives here.j»nes is employed by Mrs.
liner

B Shaw preached SunI appreciative audience at

the Sunbeam for his monthly
trip on the preaching circuit.
Wesley Staples and Miss Mary
Burns were united in marriage Sat
urday night at the home of the
bridegroom’s parents. Mr. and Mi Herman Staples. The bride is the
youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Burns.
Pfc. Llewellyn Joyce is stationed
I in Florida where he is giving inI structions in operation of boats.

Mrs. Eben Wallace and son of
Dutch Neck and Mrs. Maynard
Winchenbach and son of the vil
lage were callers Tuesday at the
William Gross home.
Elroy H. Gross has returned to
his home in Dover-Foxcroft.
Recent visitors at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner
were Mr. and Pearl Delano and
grandson, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Collamore of Friendship. Mrs. Ir
vine Condon, Mrs. Edgar Libby
Shetland ponies are used as draft Miss Esther Genthner of Thomas
animals in the Shetland Islands
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Light and
son. Mr. and Mrs. Walter McLeod
"" ................
and children. Mts. Trussell Went
NOW under-amt
worth of Camden, Mr. and Mrs.
Eben Wallace and son, Edgar Wal
Cream Deodorant
lace of Dutch Neck. Mr. and Mrs
Albert Genthner of South Waldo
boro and Mr. and Mrs. Smith of
Marblehead, Mass.

spent the week-end at the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Moody.
Nelson Moody and Warren Moody
are stationed at Camp Atterbury.
Ind., the former in the Signal
Corps and the later in the In
fantry.
George Hustus and son Kenneth
of Knox were visitors here Sunday.
Mrs. Fernald Mitchell of Burkettville visited last week with her
mother, Mrs. Max Wendlind.
Clyde Luce and family of Oak
land were at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Roland Edgecomb over the
week-end.

Stops Perspiration
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1. Does not rot dresses or men s

2.
3.

4.
5.

shirts. Does not irritate skin.
No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
Instantly stops perspiration for
1 to 3 days. Prevents odor.
A pure, white, greaseless,
stainless vanishing cream.
Awarded Approval Seal of
American Institute of Launder
ing for being harmless to
fabric.
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large'
selling deodor

Mr. and Mrs. Kendall Orff were
given a surprise anniversary party
Tuesday at their home. They re
ceived a three-way floor lamp, with
Norman Whitehill making the pres
entation for the group. Refresh
ments were served. Present were
Mr. and Mrs. Selden Robinson, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Wiley. Mrs. Inez
Mathews. Mrs. Donald Mathews.
Mrs. Martha Kalloch. Miss Kathryn
Peabody. Maurice Watts, Charles
Overlock. Jr., Mrs. Doris Overlook.
Mrs. Harry Gordon and Mrs. Isa
Teague of Warren. Mr. and Mrs.
Leland Overlock. Mr. and Mrs.
Reino Saastamonen and Albert
Orff of this place, Mrs. Woodrow
Wilson. Miss Joyce Whitehlll, Mis.
Inez Whitehlll, and Mr. and Mrs.
| Norman Whitehlll of Thcmaston

new members this year. They are
Virginia, Linwood, Benjamin and
Marjorie Bailey and Roland Orant.
This club is working for ite eigh
teenth seal of achievement. Be.nal
Jewett has led the club fcr 12
years.

CAIN’S

.-■V,

Are Making Fine Records
According To HolsteinFriesian Ass’n
Round Top Farms of Damari
scotta owns a registered Holstein
cow which has just completed a
record of 532 pounds of butterfat
and 13,416 pounds of milk- This is
nearly three times the production
of the average dairy cow in the
country, says The Hostein-Friesian
Association of America.
Her official name is Roto Walker
Zera Quality 38 and she was three
years of age when she began her
record. Sh was milked two times
each day. Testing was done under
the supervision of the University
of Maine and The Holstein-Frie
sian Association of America.
A registered Holstein cow, Roto
Matador B. B. Shepard, in the herd
owned by Round Top Farms, has
just completed a record of 507
pounds of butterfat and 12.829
pounds of milk, according to an
nouncement made today by The
Holstein-Friesian Association of
America. “Shepard” was milked
two times a day during her rec
ord-making milking period’ which
began when she was three years of
age. The record was made under
the supervision of the University of
Maine and The Holstein-Friesian
Association of America.

Mrs. Eva Weaver has been ap
pointed teacher at the Comer
school, succeeding Mrs. Frost, who
resigned. The school recently held
a box social which netted $15.
The pupils are now making plans
for a Christmas tree,the public to
be invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Robbins
were Waterville visitors recently.
The Red Cross surgical dressings
station at Mrs. Elsie Wilson’s is a
busy place Tuesday afternoons and
Thursday nights but more workers
would be welcome. Red Cross sew
ing meetings of the Farm Bureau
are held Friday afternoons at Mrs.
Ralph Wentworth’s. Mrs. Gladys
Burgess is chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Robbins
observed their wedding anniverary last Friday and were enter
tained by Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Hobbs.
Teacher: “Willie, give me a de
scription of a duck."
Wililie: “A chicken with snow
shoes.’

TALKING
TURKEY

FRANKFORTS

COLD WEATHER

LB

PORK CHOPS

LB.

FRESH GROUND LEAN MEAT

Add* Juit

HAMBURG

the Flavor PKG
to Stulling
BREAD I3°>1flf
CRUMBS PKG

MACKEREL, lb 12c

27c

LB

FILLETS of HADDOCK, lb 33c

CRANBERRIES 19<
GRAPE™" s
ORANGES
APPLES =
SQUASH
CELERY
SWEET
SPINACH

FANCY EMPEROR

LBS

fancy

Mcintosh

APPLES

5 lbs 25 c

5

25'

BLUE HUBBARD

6
J

WHITE emsp

bLGEh

25'
10'
19«
25'
21'

HtS,

Wc

LBS

6
3

reserve the right to limit quantities of ALL mere hand ite

MILLBROOK CLUB - ALL FLAVORS - Price Contents

GINGER ALE 4
BROOKSIDE
OLD AGED

CHEESE
IT'S TANGY BECAUSE
IT'S PROPERLY AGED

LB

GAL
JUG

24c

28 oz
BOTS

BREAD FLOUR FlNAST “b&b 87«'
OLD
241/2 LB Ole
BAG O
PASTRY FLOUR HOMESTEAD
GOLD MEDAL "flour d 2 BAG8 ’1.21
RUMFORD BAKING POWDER
2V
FLAKO PIE CRUST 2-23‘
TOMATO JUICE — V" 20«
CAKE FLOUR whitesi,rav 2&g8 17«
NONE-SUCH *»ihcs meat » y 33c
OCEAN SPRAY CR$AUCERY tin He

DIAMOND
WALNUTS
CALIFORNIA
MIXED NUTS ASSORTED
FANCY
RAISINS FANCY SEEDLESS
RAISINS
FANCY SEEDED
CURRANTS fancy PLUMP

FRUIT
DROMEDARY
rnuii PEEL
rEEk lemon
. orangi

' «•’ Me

CELLO. ***■

ILB ***
35c
CELLO
15 nr PKG
I*

PKG

II ,

3

PKG

11c
1AC
12c

3oi ok,

TINS ***

LB
SWANSDOWN CAKE FLOUR •2%
PKG
DROMEDARY PITTBB PATES PKG
4 Of
PITTED DATES SHEIK BRAND ?V4o«
PKG 1
3o,
CHERRIES RED MARACHINO 2 JARS
■'*
V-8 COCKTAIL
2
29c
KREMEL ASSORTED DISSERTS
PKGS 9c

CRACKER VALUES
COMMON CRACKERS NABISCO pKL®
COCKTAIL
, lb
SARATOGA flakes nabisco
SUNSHINE SKft’ WAFERS
EDUCATOR CRAX
i lb pkg.

R A R
PLUM PUDDING
STUFFED OLIVES FlNAST
JUMBO OR
RIPE OLIVES EXTRA
LARGE
VANILLA BAKER'S EXTRACT
FOUR
HARD CANDIES
KINDS

I LB TIN

A oz BOT

PT TIN
2orBOr

30c
23c
21 C
31C

29c

MILLBROOK CLUB
KOLA
Price Cont.nt.
ICE CREAM MIX
TEH-B-LOW MAKES
I QUART

6^ 25c
'*in 33c
SWEET POTATOES
18 OZ TIN 13c
PICKLES SWEET MIXED BANQUET gQ®* 31c
RISOUICK
DI>WUIVIW

2*LB»«PKG * ■ *

MAKES LIGHT
BISCUITS QUICKLY

DUFF’S GIHGEB BBEAP MIX
PANCAKE FLOUR

20c
2P^11c

14 or PKG

OUR BAKERY VALUES

20c FRUIT CAKE
0L%EccN,?t,s"
«>," 32c
27c FRUIT CAKE
DE LUXE
Sf 65c
lAc RAISIN POUND CAKE
US 31 <
20c SOUTHERN BELLE CAKE pkg 19c
16c WELLESLEY FUDGE CAKE pkg 19c
HAVE YOUR HOME SPARKLING
ON THE HOLIDAY
KIRKMAN'S
•<>«*< raw
5 uas 23c

KIRKMAN'S
GRANULATED
KftP IT CPiAT'

ENLIST IN THE U S NAVY

RALSTON WHOLE WHEAT CEREAL.
40-year-old favorite.
Cooks in 5 ninutes.

TO 4>/2 LB AVERAGE

BEST CENTER CUTS

Instant
Ralston
If you prefer to cook your own. ask for

LB

CHICKENS

POULTRY
SEASONING

H gal jug

WARNING!

LB

SKINLESS

BELL’S

CIDER

your family off with a hot oourishioe
breakfast that will warm them up and stick
to their ribs.
Serve sensational INSTANT RALSTON—the
amazing new hot whole wheat cereal that

FOWL
FRESH ROASTING - 4

SWEET APPLE

Start

FANCY FRESH PLUMP - 4 TO 6 LB AVERAGE

Please leave your order
NOW with Meat Man
ager to be assured of a
fresh, plump northern
Turkey tor your
Thanksgiving Dinner.

n

AHEAD!

Many a boy will be away from his home this year on Thanksgiving
Day. Help to make him feel at home in YOUR Home. Invite one
service man or more if possible.

GRAPES

HOPE

MAYONNAISE
THFHAMF

/NV7FF A Gt/tST" OFHONOR Fnm
MeSFRWCF

“Round Top” Cows

needs no cooking! just stir into boiling water
or milk and serve. Whole wheat, rich in en*
ergy—extra rich in vitamin Bi. Delicious!
You serve Uncle Sam when you serve INSTANT
RALSTON. Try it—today!

ll.

■annah Staples was 8
■iday at Charles Vanner’s.
p Mrs. Robert Sanborn
I week-end here, acconr|Irs. Ida Hatch who had
week in Brunswick.
|ra Stickney is visiting
Liberty.
|nald Campbells of Auhere for the week-end.
|hool was closed Monday
ransfer of teachers. Thf
Ihynots have taken teachins in Winn.

Agricultural
Lincoln County War Board met
this past week at Wallace Spear’s
Farm, North Nobleboro.
Those
present were: Wallace Spear. H. A.
Clark. South Jefferson. L. H. Lamareau, Augusta, Foster Jameson,
Waldoboro, and Wilmot Dow. Wal
doboro- The beard' discussed ra
tioning of farm machinery. iat
situation and the future farming
outlook in the county.
Thirty-six farmers in the coun
ty reported as having used 80 tons
of superphosphate in their barns
this last year. They all reported
better crops as a result and were
planning to use more next year.
Malcolm Lityby of Hope, who has
a poultry killing plant in that town
reports that the demand for poul
try is very good and he ‘is making
daily trips to Portland with
dressed birds. He is putting up a
new ice house which will be filled
this Winter.
Farmers will soon be making out
their income tax blanks.
Last
year many farmers were not able
to determine their receipts and ex
penses as they had kept no books.
The Extension Service Office, Rock
land, has farm account books
available at a small cost which
will give the necessary information
at the end of the year for making
out the necessary forms.

»om 2pl,1s 45c
SOAP . FlNAST

20 MULE BORAX
SWAN
FLOATING SOAP
BON AMI
SUNBRITE
CLiANSiR

331 MAIN STREER. ROCKLAND, MAINE

LGE
2 PKGS
35c

2 PKGS 27c
10c
2;u*2ic
4nN’<19«

FREE PARKING

I
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topic

being

“The

Grace

of

Gratitude.”
St. James Church (Catholic):
Mass at 9 a. m.
Baptist Church: Sunday school
meets at 9.45. Morning service will
be at 11, the subject being “The
Fitness of Gratitude.” Anthem, “To
the arvest Fields Away” (Towner)
will be sung by the Young Peoples
Choir. A male quartet will com
prise Alfred Strout, Edward New
comb, Raymond K. Greene and W
B. Holder, organist, Miss Phyllis
Kalloch. Christian Endeavor will
meet at 6 o’clock. The evening
service will be at 7, the topic, “How
to Become a Son of God,” which
will be preceded by a praise serv
ice, with Miss Beverly Kirkpatrick
at the piano.
The services at St. John's Church
will be appropriate for the Sunday
next before Advent. The Church
school and teachers will meet at
5.30 p. m. and are asked to take
their lunch. Vespers and sermon
at 7 p. m. There will be a Mass on
Thanksgiving Day at 9 a. m-

Maynard Shaw of Portland was
recent guest of hls mother, Mrs.
Abbie Shaw and his sister, Miss
Prances Shaw.
Mrs. Dorothy L. Creamer of Au
gusta and Sgt Russell Beckwith, of
Kansas City, Mo., were dinner
guests Tuesday night of Mr. and
Mrs. Warren Ford.
Mrs. Harry Gillis ls a surgical
patient at Knox Hospital.
Walfred Saastimdnien who is sta
tioned at Jacksonville Pla., arrived
Monday to visit his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Matti Saastimonien.
A. S. Malcolm J. Carney has re
turned to South Richmond, Va.,
after enjoying a short furlough as
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
James Carney. He was accom
panied by Mrs. Carney and Miss
Engagement Announced
Leatrice Davis of Friendship, as
Mr. and Mrs. Verm A. McKee
far as New York City. They visited
formerly
of this town, now of Gar
Miss Davis’ uncle, Theron Miller,
for a few days returning Saturday diner, announce the engagement of
The Beta Alpha will meet Mon their daugh'^r Velome D. to El
day night at the Baptist vestry. mer R Harjula of Georges River
Refreshments will be served, the Road.
committee: Mrs. Leila Smalley, ‘ Miss McKee and Mr. Harjula at
Mrs. Estelle Newbert and Mrs. tended the local High School. Miss
McKee also attended Gardiner
Kathleen Studley.
#
The pay-off party given by the High.
Mr. Harjula has been employed
losers to the winners of the Eastern
Star Circle contest was held at the at the Bath Iron Works as an elec
home of Mrs. J. Russell Davis, trician since hls graduation ln
Captain of the losing side, with 30 June.
The wedding is set for the near
present.
A picnic supper was
future.
served after which "Pig In the
Poke" was enjoyed, the entertain
New Volumes at Library
ment being furnished by tlie win
These books have recently been
ning side, Mrs. Philip Greenleaf, placed on the shelves of the Pub
captain. Prizes were won by Miss lic Library: The Just and the Un
Helen Stetson, Mrs. Josephine just, James Gould Cozzens; Norma
Stone, Mrs. Leila Smalley, Miss Ashe, Susan Glaspell; The Strang
Helen P Studley, Mrs. Edward
er, Lillian Bos Ross; The Roh
Dornan, Mrs. Florence Gardiner Lloyd Douglas; None but the Lonely
and Mrs. Davis.
Heart, Richard Llewellyn; Crescent
The bi-monthly meeting cf the Carnival, Frances Parkinson Keyes
officers and teachers of the Fed A Time to Be Born, Dawn Powell;
erated Sunday school was heid
Frontier Passage, Anne Bridge;
Wednesday at the home of Rev.
Erie Water, Walter Edmonds; Look
and Mrs. H. F. Leach. Plans for to the Mountains, Le Grand Can
Christmas were discussed.
non, Jr.; The Sea Gull Cry, Robert
Earl Cogan is a patient at Knox Nathan; The Day Must Dawn, The
Hospital.
Drums of Morning; Time of Peace
Orient Lodge, FAM., held its anBen Ames Williams; The Blue
unal inspection Tuesday, preceded
Hills, Elizabeth Goudge; The Young
by a supper served by Grace Chap
Matriarch, G. B. Stern.
ter, O ES. District Deupty Grand
Winter’s Tales, Isak Diensen; The
Master J. E Stevens of Rcckland
Cup and the Sword, Alice Tisdale
was the inspecting officer, and the
Hobart; Assignment to Brittany;
entered apprentice degree was
Helen Mac Innes; This Fortress
worked on one candidate. The
Manning Coles; For My Great Fol
district deputy presented a 50-year
ly, Thcmas Costain; The Golden
medal to Hollie Harrington, who
Age, Christine Whiting Parmenter;
lias been a member of Orient
I Live Again, Warwick Deeping;
Lodge since 1892.
Tlie Family Man, Anne Meredith;
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle served
Dear to This Heart, Doris Kent
the customary fortnightly supper
LeBlanc; The Quiet Lady, Norman
Wednesday to a large company. The
Collins; No Retreat From Love,
housekeepers were Mrs. Charles M.
Maysie Greig; Tim Tadpole, Mar
Starrett, Mrs. Harold Robinson, Mrs.
jorie Flack; Sabotage, Sayers and
William Vinal and Mrs. Wilson, as
Kahn.
sisted by Misses Joanne Vinal, Bev
George Bernard Shaw, Kesketh
erly Maxey and June Robinson. A
Pierson; Innocent Merriment, F. T.
short program arranged by Mrs.
Adams; Treasury of Great Poems,
Grace M. Strout followed the sup
Louis Untermeyer; Shooting the
per. L. Leo Chenette, tenor, cf
Russian War, Margaret Bourke
Boston, accompanied by Miss Doro
White; Bowen’s Court, Elizabeth
thy Lawry of Rockland, pleased hls
listeners with the rendition of "Be Bowen; Anchors to Windward,
Edith Austin Holton; The Moving
cause’’ (dHardelot), "Panis An
gelicas," in English (Cesare Frankei Finger, Agatha Christie; The Time
"I’ll Take You Home Again Kath of My Life, Harry Carlos De
leen," A hymn-sing, with two piano Vighne; Last Train From Berlin
accompaniment, was enthusiastic Howard K. Smith; My Friends, the
ally carried on by the audience, Apes. Belle Benehley; Fallen Spar
row, Dorothy Hughes; Time and
closing a pleasant occasion.
the Town, Mary Heaton Vorse.
In the Churches
Crimson Mountain, Grace Living
Federated Church: Sunday school ston Hill; Angela Comes Home,
meets at 9.45 Worship will be at Margaret
Widdemer;
Sheriden
11, the subject. "A Psalm of Road, Helen Topping Miller; Lieu
Thanksgiving.” There will be two tenant’s Lady, Bess Streeter Al
anthems, "How Wonderous is Thy drich; Early Summer, Elizabeth
Name” (vonBerge) and “Rejoice, Corbett; The Street of the City,
Give Thanks" (Holton). Epwortn Grace Livingston Hill; An Apple
League will meet at 6 p. m. and For Eve, Kathleen Norris; The
the evening service will be at 7, Bradshaws of Brasness, Joseph
Lincoln; Rainbow at Dusk, Emily
Loring; Cousin William, Della
MYSTERY SHOW
Lutes; Gentlemen Ranker, John
Jennings: Wolf In Man's Clothing,
TONIGHT
Mignon Eberhardt; The Man From

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 20

Thomaston

Mustang, Max Brand; Two in the
Wilderness Jackson Gregory; Out
laws of Sugar Loaf, Charles H.

CAMDEN
ft ft A ft
NAOMA MAYHEW
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a hunting trip, each bringing back
a doe.,
Mrs. William Packard is visiting
her daughter, Phy liss in Boston.
Allen F. Payson has recently
moved to the house on Chestnut
street, formerly occupied by Mr
and Mrs. Butterfield.
Henry L Maker, who suffered an
attack while at his work at the
Shipyard recently, is improving at
his home on Bay road,
Capt. and Mrs. Bert Wall attend
ed the funeral of his brother
Thursday in Cushing.
Miss Winnifred Burkett is em
ployed for a couple of weeks in
Brunswick.
Frank Tranquillo spent Wednes
day with his family in Limerock
street, returning Thursday to Pitts
field.
Theodore Stearns is a patient at
Community Hospital.
z
Miss Barbara Dwinal will speak
before Manchester Woman’s Club
this afternoon at the Y.W.C.A.
auditorium in Manchester. She will
present a literary program on the
English writer, James Mathew Bar
rie, flrst covering his life and fol
lowing with a presentation of the
one act play, “Twelve Pound Look”
by Mr. Barrie.
Mr. and Mrs. Gage Grindle of
Northeast Harbor are visiting Mr
and Mrs. Harold Grindle.
The Decemvir Club will meet to
night with Dr. W. Lee Dickens.
Gilbert Harmon will present the
paper.
The Baptist Church School will
convene Sunday at 9.45 a. m. The
worship service will be at 11 with
sermon by the pastor. The eve
ning service of song and devotions
will begin at 7. A) Thanksgiving
service will be held Thursday at
10 a. m.
Miss Mona Ingraham is listed on
the honor roll of high ranking
students for the first quarter of
the school year at Kent’s HiU
Junior College.
Miss Helen M. Hughes has at
tained a scholarship for journalis
tic accomplishment ait the Catho
lic University in Washington, D. C.
Frank A. Winslow, editor of The
Courier-Gazette, was guest speak
er at the Rotary meeting Tuesday
giving a combination lecture which
included) some high lights of his
Roving Reporter trips end some
interesting facts concening war
activities in Knox County. He
was introduced by his former fel
low townsman, Pearl G. Willey.
Visiting Rotarians were Louis A.
Walker and Dr. A. W • Foss of
Rockland. Robert Stevenson and
Raymond Gross, High School stu
dents, were guests,

Miss Vivian Hodson is visiting
her brother-in-law and sister, Dr.
and Mrs. E. A. Davis in Bethlehem.
Penn.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Walsh are in
New York City on business. Mrs.
Leola Colburn is in charge during
their absence.
Mrs. Virgil Higgins and son of
Auburn are with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Willis P. Young. Mr.
Higgins has entered the Seivice.
Mrs. Beulah French of Rockland
has entered the employment of
Nancy Ellen Frocks.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Steele and
son Robert of Newark, N. J., are
spending a week with Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Bracy.
J. Hugh Montgomery who has
been a patient at New England
Baptist Hospital for over a month,
returned home Thursday by way of
Augusta. Hervey Allen went there
to meet him.
Arthur O’Keefe has left for Cin
cinnati.
Mrs. Clement F. Smith has been
visiting her daughter, Natalie, who
is employed In Washington, D. C.
Thomas Roper celebrated his
second birthday Wednesday after
noon by entertaining a small group
of friends at his home on Jacobs
avenue. Thanksgiving decorations
were used and birthday refresh
ments served. Guests were Janan
Babb and guest, Sara Lou John
son, Agnes Kent, G. Robert Shaw,
and Sandra Flanagan of Rockland.
Mothers of the children were pres
ent, also “Tommy’s” Godmother,
his grandmother who came from
Portland for the day, and aunts.
Mrs. Harold Corthell and daugh
ter, Prudence, Mrs. Arabel Leon
ard and Mrs. Raymond Mayhew
spent Tuesday ln Waterville.
George H. Thomas Is ln Boston
until Saturday.
Richard Bond left Friday to as
sume his duties in the US.O. in
Portsmouth, N. H. Ernest W. J.
Benn, the new Y.M.C.A. Secretary,
has arrived in town and has taken
over his duties. The Drive by per
sonal solicitation will be held Sun
day at 2 o’clock when the “Y” di
rectors will meet to take part in
the drive.
Dr. Walter Conley is improving
after his recent illness.
Miss Mary E. Bartlett of South
Thomaston has been guest of Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Hobbs before leav
Piano Recital
ing for Omaha, Neb., where she
Pupils of Mrs. Rut'h Collemer
will spend the Winter.
will
present a program of piano
Leo Crooker, Clarence Bishop and
selections
Tuesday at 4 30 at St.
Elmer Joyce returned Tuesday from
Thomas Parish House. The public
is
invited.
Snow; North of Danger, Tom Gill;
Numbers
wiH be:
Damyank, William McLeod Ralne;
Duet—Marines’ March.
The Heart Does Not Parget, Alice
Philip Pendleton, Mrs. Collemer
Jack and Jill.
Rolfe
Ross Colver.
Glnette Perrin
Bird ln the Tree Top,

Helena Poland

* Underwear—colorful selection of Old Mother Hubbard.
Ellen Dourran
new slips, gowns, bedl jackets and School Carnival
March,
Winona Talbot
pajamas. Sarah Linnell Hat Shop,
A Sailor's Life for Me.
Copper Kettle.—adv.
106-110
Jerry Burkett

J. A. JAMESON CO.

Duet—Flag Song.
“Bill' Poxwell-Oedrlc Joyce
Thanksgiving March.
Joy True
Waltz,
Bragdon
Marvin Welt
Duet—March,
Prances Leonard-Prudence Weaver
A Garden at Evening.
Eckstein
Katherine Libby
Patriotic Selection.
Constance Knight
Impromptu,
Thompson
Norene Tibbetts
Prelude,
Choipln
Shadows on Orand Lake.
Thompson
Philip Pendleton
Duet—In a Monastery Garden.
Philip Pendleton-Mrs. Collemer

STONINGTON
Mrs. Mabel Jones is home from
Portland where she spent the Sum
mer.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Knight and
daughter June have returned to
Portsmouth.
Arthur Carter is ill at his home
here.
Ella Davis and daughter of Min
turn have been visiting Nellie Rob
inson and Sybil Lunt.
Mrs. Celia Crockett is visiting her
daughter, Mrs Herry Garrish ln
Rockland*
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Gross and

son Gardner have moved here from
Oceanville and are occupying the
apartment above Mr. and Mrs. El
wood Sawyer.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Carter and
granddaughter of Massachusetts
are visiting relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. James Gray, Jr., are
occupying Benjamin Sturdee’s rent.
Mrs. Mary Sawyer and daughter
Dawn are home from Portland.
Emily Muir has returned from
New York.
Lillian Conary of Minturn has
been visiting friends here.
Charles Henderson Is home from
Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerard Donovan and
daughter Gayle are here from Port
land on a vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Judkins have
returned from a visit in Gardiner.
Charles Crockett has joined the
Army.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Brimigion,
Lloyd Brimigion, Jr., and Carmie
Brimigion have returned from a
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Turner in Isle au Haut.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles MacDonald
have moved here from Isle au Haut
for the Winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Parkhurst
and daughter Joyce of Unity passed
the week-end here.
Mrs. Sadie Eaton, who has been
visiting in Boston, arrived home
Saturday, called by the illness of
her daughter, Mrs. Helen Robbins,
who is at Castine Hospital, recov
ering from an appendix operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Herrick and
daughter Celia of Rockland passed
the week-end with relatives here.
Beth Blood of Rockland passed
the week-end with Patricia Fifield.
Engagement Announced

Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Knowlton
of North Deer Isle have announced
the engagement of their daughter
Erb
Betty
to Ensign Thurlow Pitts, U.
Rolfe
S. IN. R., son of Mr and Mrs. G. E.
Rolfe
Pitts.
Jesse
Miss Knowlton graduated from Mc
Kinley High School, Deei* Isle, in
1936, and Bangor School of Com
merce in 1641, and is now employed
as bookkeeper for the R. K. Barter
Canneries, Inc.
Miss Knowlton graduated from McEnsign Pitts graduated from Ston
ington High School in 1636 and the
University of Maine ln 1642, where
he majored ln mathematics, and
now holds the highest average of
any graduate of the institution.
He has been on active duty at
the U. S. Naval Academy Post
Graduate School in Annapolis since
Aug. 3.
No date has been set for the

ftftftft
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Mr. and Mrs. George Cunnfngham entertained as dinner guests
Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Cunningham of Whitefield, and Mr.
and Mrs. John Genthner and
daughters Barbara, Jean, Geral
dine and Josephine of Waldoboro.
Mr- and Mrs. Charles Carver ob
served their 36th wedding anniver
sary Sunday by entertaining Mr.
and Mrs. James Carey of Gardiner,
and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crock
ett and son Charles. An attractive
wedding cake was featured in the
dinner menu.
Thirty -members attended the
annual birthday snipper of the Try
toheip Club Monday at the Bap
tist vestry. The table decorations
were carried out in a color scheme
of red, white and blue, with small
flags as favors. A unique feature
of the program, which was under
the direction of Mrs. C- V. Over
man and1 Miss Hazel Wall, was the
reading by Mrs. Overman of an
imaginary- newspaper, “The Try
toheip Gazette,” in which were re
corded unusual and humorous in
cidents concerning each of the
members. A paper on- advice to
the lovelorn was given by Mrs.
Diana Pitts and Mrs. Ethel Spear
gave a brief, outline of the history
of the Club d-uring its 16 years of
existence. Humorous readings by
Mrs. Adelaide Holt Sawyer of
Camden were greatly enjoyed.
Her impersonation of “Sally at the
Movies" and: “A Small Boy Prac
ticing His Piano Lesson," capti
vated her audience. Due to the
Women's Civilian Defense meeting
to be held Monday the weekly meet ing of the Club will be omitted on
that dateOrris Bums Jr. leaves Monday
for Dexter where he will be em
ployed as movie machine operator.
Mrs. A. H. Chatfield has closed
her cottage “Aldemere” and re
turned to Cincinnati, for the Win
ter.
The committee on Christmas
Gifts for Service Men again stress
the importance of reporting to the
Red Cross rooms next Tuesday the
names and addresses of the boys
serving in the United States, or
giving this information- to one of
the committee, Mrs. Marion Rich
ards, Mrs. Amy Miiller, Mrs. Wilma
Rhodes or Mrs. Evelyn Cunning
ham. The packages must .be mailed
on or before Dec. 1 and no Jtockport boy in service-in this country
should be overlooked.
,
At the Baptist Church Sunday
morning. Rev. C. Vaughn Over
man, will use as sermon subject
“Thanks Be To Ood." The church
and Sunday school are planning
Thanksgiving baskets for worthy
local families. Anyone desiring to
contribute toward the same is
asked to take the donation to the
church Sunday morning or if un
able to do so, it will be called- for
i? the pastor is notified. These
donations will be displayed on the
platform during the morning
service.
Mrs. Ehos E. Ingraham is con
fined to her home from an attack
of bronchitis.
Miss Winnifred Andrews arrived
Tuesday from Boston for an ex
tended visit with her sister, Mrs.
Everett E. Fales.
All women in Rockport Olen
Cove, Rockville, Simonton- and
West Rockport interested' in the
Civilian Defense program, are
urged to attend a meeting Monday
at 7.30 at the High School, at which
time Mrs. Horatio Cowan of Rock-

CITE

Don’t depend on nameless, poorly prepared coal for full
heating value because the chances are you won’t get it.
Buy D. &, H. Anthracite! Because it’s all pure coal,
there’s no waste. You get all the heat you pay for—and
you get it consistently—in every ton! Don’t forget, it
pays to buy D. A H. Anthracite!

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
Like Variety Shows*
Tune in on the D. A H. ANTHRACITE HOUR Every Tuesday
7.30 to 8.00 P. M.-WKZ—WRZ A

Rockland Garden Club Hears
From An Expert On This
Subject
———

S'

The Rockland Garden Club met
at the Tower room, of the Commun
ity Building with a large attend
ance. Mrs. J. Albert Jameson pre
sided. All business was deferred
until next meeting. The speaker
of the afternoon was Edward) D.
Johnson, assistant horticulturist of
the Maine Department of Agricul
ture, who gave an informative talk
on Winter decorations:
He said in part:
“Many of our native plant ma
terials may be used for these Win
ter decorations. Such things as
foliage from our coniferous ever
greens (particularly the Balsam
Fir), and fruits and dried1 flower
heads, are well adapted' for this
purpose. Red- berries, (Northern
Holly, Bittersweet, Rose hips) make
striking contrast with evergreen
foliage. Softer contrasts may be
obtained with the gray Barberry,
blue juniper berries, or with vari
ous brown objects, such as cones,
Milkweed pods, Alder catkins, or
Beechnut bars. When- some spe
cial color effect ls desired the
color may be added to many of
these materials by painting, prefer
ably with lacquer or quick-drying
enamel. There are also a number

land, Knox County Chairman of
the Citizens Service Corps, will be
the chief speaker. Plans for the
Winter's work will be discussed.
Mrs. E Maynard Graffam and
infant son, James returned Tues
day from Community Hospital to
their home on Mechanic street.
Harbor Light Chapter OES.
has received an invitation from
Seaside Chapter to be special
guests on the occasion of annual
inspection Monday. Members plan
ing to attened are asked to notify
Orra Burns, Secretary, before Sat
urday.
Church Notes

The union Thanksgiving service
of the churches will be held at the
Baptist Church next Sunday at 7
o'clock. Miss Hattie Carle of Cam
den, who is associated with the
Pentecostal Church will be the
principal speaker.
The special
service for the women of the Meth
odist Church which was announced
for next Sunday will be held Nov.
29 at 7 o’clock, at whicKtime re
ports will be given of the district
meeting of the Womans Society
of Christian Service. The pastor
of the Methodist Church will
speak Sunday at 11 o’clock on "Say
It With Service."
Rev. C. V. Overman pastor of the
Baptist Church and) Rev. F. Ern
est Smith, pastor of the Methodist
Church are undertaking to make a
brief friendly call together on- every
home in the near future. They
will appreciate assistance in ob
tain-ing a better understanding of
the needs of the people along re
ligious lines. It may take several
weeks to complete this visitation
owing to various engagements but
they desire to offer such service as
they may be able to render.

Great shortage of Grade A Turkeys averted to some
,
extent

PERSONAL STATIONERY

For Men and Women

Just secured small shipment of

With Monogram on Paper and Name and Address

Fresh Killed Northern Turkeys

on Envelopes
or Name and Address on Paper and Envelopes

50c a pound

Folded or Single Sheets, printed in Blue, Black,
Brown, Green or Red Ink on White, Blue, Grey Paper

$1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00 per box

Fancy Native Large Chickens

(Mail orders 15 cents extra for postage and pocking)

39c a pound

FOR THE MEN IN SERVICE

* * * *

pound
We shall have everything to make your Thanks
giving dinner complete from sonp to nuts.
Order early, our delivery will probably be late
Wednesday.

Order some of your essentials for delivery Mon
day or Tuesday*

We have the official insignia for—

U. S. Army, 0. S. Navy, U. S. Coast Guard,
U. S. Marine Corps, U. S. Army Air Forces
and U. S. Navy Air Corps
These can be used on any of our stationery in stock

$1.25 to $2.00 per box
Make your seleotion early while stocks are complete

J. A. JAMESON CO.
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of other colored materials oft<
available at florists and oth
stores, when wild material canni
be had. Some of these are tread
Ruscus. Babysbreath, Teasel, stra^
flowers.
Particularly at Christmas int. i
est may be added to many align
ments by using bows ol red ribbJ
Or Oilcloth. The Plant liiaieii.il
named are of course, only a snia
sample of the many easily obtaind
in our fields, swamps, an i
,:j
Just one warning—some of ,,
wild plants are in danger of 3
tinction, and should be prole. .
Some plants in this class have be j
used in the past because ui tl..
evergreen foliage, notably
Clubmosses ((Lycopodium 1. i».i:
ridge-berry (Mitchella), Pip

Miss Hilda L. Morse 1.
Margaret E. Albei
gchool street, have return-)
ten day trip to New
Brooklyn. M*ss Morse v
father, Ralph Morse, Broo
ner brother. Pfc. Boyd Mi
was on furlough from Ss
where he is stationed wit 1
Coast Artillery. Miss Alb
Her sister, Mrs. William
Stewart Manor, Long Is.,
their way home, Miss M
Miss Albee spent the
with Mr. and Mrs. Willi
rison in Dover, N H

(Chimaphila). and the Mayiiou

(Epigaeah These should be ,.1.
disturbed, or gathered very
ingly.
“In general there are foil,
ciples upon which most , ; (
Winter decorations are ba
use of one, cr a combiiia
two or more of these ba.-1
arrangement for any dr..,reu
tion may be designed
n
pieces the evergreen 1
place first, after which »
material is added.
“1. Vase arrangements in win.
the material is placed in an anon
priate container, much as llow.
are arranged. May be u>ed |
tables, buffets, mantels.
“2. Sprays—in which tv.
evergfeen, of varying size c.pi : .,
ing upon the use. are tied t . . ,
with no added foundation j>.,,
cularly useful for wall decoratin'
in churches or halls, but • . ,j
doors and windows at home
Christmas, and for cor :e-.e
party table place-caid ari.m ,
ments.
“3. Moss Foundation Pi. ,
which small pieces of even .,m
inserted into a mass of .■-piiii- uun|
moss, which has been secured
the shape deired. This method
used1 particularly in candbpim
made on a half ball of moss with
wooden base, and evergreen baJ
made on a full ball of mos Th«i
evergreen balls are fine for dc or .
tions in a church or hall.
“4. Wreaths and Ropes- in whn
small pieces of evergreen are se
cured by tying to a foundation o
wire rope, or other material Ar
rangements in this cla.- arc
tldnally connected witli Chii Ltu

Mr. and Mrs. E F. G
tertained StKiday, Mrs
cousins, Mr. and Mrs. D
White of Lewiston; Mr.
John H. White, Thomas
of Auburn and Mrs. H
Stevens of Cambridge, Ma
members of the family, 1
attend at the last momt
William Frye White 0:
Senator and Mrs. Wa
White of Washington and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold S. \\
Mrs. Thomas C. White ol
and Dr. Horace P StCambridge.

Christmas Selection of
and alligator hand bags;
styles. At Sarah Linnell H
Copper Kettle.—adv.

Visit Lucien K. Green
second floor, 16 School str
Fellows Block, City, for F
Coats and Cloth Coats at
prices.
AOU WOMEN WHO SUFFER

HOT HAS
If you suffer from hot flashes
ness, distress of "lrregularltli
weak, nervous—due to the fun
“middle-age” period ln a v
life—try Lydia E. Plnkham’i
table Compound. It's helpec
sands upon thousands of wo
relieve such annoying syn

Follow label directions Pin
Compound ls worth trying!

BOCKLAh

TODAY AND SATl’Kll

Gm.

111(1

„

’J11^
represents
Catherine
Rockl»n5- County of Knox
that she was married to Carl L Libbv
« Westfield. Massachusetts on the
♦th day of September 1917: that sub
sequent to said marriage the parties
hereto resided as husband and wife
Heft<?r°Mkltyn' NeT, York and Owls
Head. Maine until the 3rd day of
Januan\ 1937
That your libellant
has always conducted hersell toward
her said husband as a true, faithful

Carl L. Libby being wholly unmindful
.. . marriage vows and obligations
utterly deserted your libellant with
out Justifiable cause on the 3rd day
of January 1937; and that said utter
desertion has continued for three con
secutive years next prior to the flllne
of this libel; that by virtue of thl!

marriage there has been born to them
two chlldren, to wit: Mary L aee
eleven and Catherine E. age ten.’
WHEREFORE your libellant prays
that a divorce from the bonds of
matrimony between herself and the
said libellee may be decreed upon the
ground above set forth and that the
care and custody of their minor chilaren above mentioned may be elven
to the said libellant.
8
And your libellant further alleges
that the residence of the said llbellee Is unknown and cannot be ascer
tained by the exercise of reasonable
diligence.
CATHERINE C LIBBY
Knox, ss.
October 29. 1942
Personally appeared before me the
above named Catherine C Libby and
made oath to the foregoing.
STUART C. BURGESS
(L6)
Notary Public.
KNOX, SS.
Clerk's Officer. Superior Court, ln
Vacation. Rockland. November 12
A. D. 1942.
Upon the foregoing LIBEL. Ordered.
That the Libellant give notice to said
Carl L. Libby to appear before our
Superior Court to be holden at Rock
land. within and for the County of
Knox on the second Tuesday of Feb
ruary. A. D. 1943. by publishing an at
tested copy of said Libel, and this
order thereon, three weeks successively
lo The Courler-Qazette, a newspaper
printed In Rockland In our County of
Knox, the last publication to be thirty
days at least prior to said second
Tuesday of February next, that he may
there and then ln our said court ap
pear and show cause. If any he have
why the prayer of said Libellant
should not be granted.
EDWARD P. MURRAY.
Justice of the Superior Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Order
of the Court thereon.
Attest:

MILTON M. ORIFFIN Clerk
■ --------_
iW-F-106

Montgomery-Ann Rutif
•“ GLENN MILLER
ANO HIS BANO,

Lflin Ban • Carole Landis • Cesar Romf
Plus NEWS and
MAGIC ALPHABEl
FRIDAY NIGHT ONI
FREE 1 LB. COFH
TO LUCKY PATRO.i

• In NR (Nature's Remedy) 7.,1,lets,
there are tto chemicals, no miner. b„ ».«
phenol derivatives. NR Tabic 1 are dif
ferent—act different. Purely it & labh .1
combination of 10 vegetable ingredii nt
formulated over 50 years ago. I : < sited
or candy coated, their action
pendable, thorough, yet gentle, a imb
lionsof NR’shave prowd (hi a lo. f, .
vincer Box. Larger economy : iz. , too.

SUNDA Y-MONDAY-TV
BUD

ABBOTT
«Klou

Spain and Portugal, first nations
to explore the South Seas, now
lack a single colony there.
rrr,T? J^E-HONORABLE JUSTICE OP
°°URT NEXT TO BE
5SD
ROCKLAND WTIWIN AND
POR I'llhl COUNTY OP KNOX ON
ARY
°F FEBRU’

Tuesday-Friday

>So

ll

COSTEUO

CANDY

,a/fr:u,?naJ-e. wlfe but the

*

Send them a box of Military Stationery

ANTI

Winter Decorations

ROCKPORT

Mary Kennedy

wedding.

our same fine quality birds, at

YOU PAY FOR HEAT! GET HEAT WITH

Duet—“Tales from Vienna Woods,
Btrausa
Joan Greenlaw-Mrs Collemer
Mr. Crlckett Plays Hls Piddle. Arnold
David Crockett, 3d
On Skates,
King

K

Jn

COAJiP
or REGULAR!
TO NIGHT; TOMORROW ALRIGHT
STATE OF MAINE
of Knox. ss.
THE HONORABLE BOARD

County
TO

OR

lOOUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF KNOX

COUNTg:

The unclerslgaed. Selectnu ■
Town ol Thomaston ln said <
and the municipal officer'
respectfully represent that th <1
>
house Road, so called, extet.
the Meadow Road near tli.
of R. Maki to the Oid Coun :. I
the Rockland line
and
Road, so called, extending 1
residence cf H Butler to t!
f *
land line, and the Shore R.
called extending from Main
Thatcher Street near the r.--i.s«..
(
J Maloney, and Branch Bi
so called, extending from 1
Street to residence of M I:
so located with reference
tion. use and travel thereon
unnecessary to keep said 1
out and open for trav.. d
months of Decern her .: .
ary. March, and April, or a:
such months.
Wherefore,
your
petlti
that said County Comnu
notice and hearing on tin
decide whether such r. I
kept open or closed dm 11
or part thereof, and for 1
years not to exceed ten
order. If made as prayed I
operative.
Olven under our hands a: 1
\
ton,’ Maine, this second d; '
vember, A D. 1942
Alfred M fc"
Robert H I r' :
Rod!.'"- I
Selectmen of T:. nia* n.

DISNEY CARTOOj

“PRIVATE SMI'

U. S. A.
PARAMOUNT NEY]

Sunday Shows: 3, 5.
Note: Sunday we
you attend the 5 o’clo<
and avoid the rush.

thanksgivng

. \

next WEDNESD?

11.30 P. M.
SHOWING

“THE ROAI

TO M0R0C1
with
BING CROSB5
BOB HOPE
DOROTHY LAM0

uh„
'

Plus SHORT SUBJE<
. ‘ ,„-

STARTS WEDNESD
fi vilin Til

;; ?
:,r

-1

c&U'e, if any thev hav<of the said petitioner she

granted

Phis ADDED SHOW

MIDNIGHT SH

STATE OF MAIM
KNOX. SS.
At an adjourned ses-;":'.
August Term, A. D. 1942 h«
land on the seventeenth <1.
vember. A D 1942
On the foregoing petlti
That notice be given a
Chapter 27. Section 132
Statutes, that the <
sloners will meet at tli
Office. Thomastot
i.n )
cember 1, a D 1942. at 2
will hold a public hear:;,
parties and
witnesses
whatever evidence ma'
to the necessity cf closin
to travel or directing tha
be not broken out durin
of
December.
January.
March and April, or any P '
months, by causing net
posted ln two public pla •
aston In said County and
the petition and this or:
ln The Courier Gazette a :
published In Rockland in '
at least seven days befen

1. 1942. that all persons in
then and there appear

with
PATKIC KNOWLES WILLIAM

MILTON M. GRITH*n

,

$

Tuesday-Fridav

Tuesday-Friday
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other colored materials often.'
ailable at florists and other
jres. when wild material cannot
had. Some of these are treated
iscus, Babysbreath, Teasel, straw-iwers.

Social Matters

irticularly at Christinas lnter-1
may be added to many arranged
»nts by using bows ol red ribbon
oilcloth. The Plant material^

med are of-course, only a small®
nple of the many easily obtainecH
our fields, swamps, and1 woodsA
st one warning—some of oui*
d plants are in danger of ex-fi

ction, and should be protected*
ne plants in this class have been
d in the past because- of theii
rgreen
foliage,
notably
the
binosses (Lycopodium), part
je-berry (Mitchella), Ptpsissewa
timaphila), and the Mayflowei I
dgaea). These should1 be urn
urbed. or gathered very sparly-

[n general there are four prines upon which most of oui
iter decorations are based, B
of one. cr a combination t,»
or more of these basic forms, at
ingement for any desired situa-I
may be designed.
In thesi
es the evergreen is fixed iif
:e first, after v.hich colore
erial is added.

J

. Vase arrangements—in whirls,
material is placed in an approte container, much as flowery •
arranged.
May. be used on
es, buffets, mantels.
Sprays—in which twigs of
green, of varying size dependupon the use. are tied together
no added foundation-. Parfly useful lor wall decorations
(lurches or halls, but good lor
and windows at home all
stmas, and lor corsages and!
table place-card arrange

ts-

II

Moss Foundation Pieces—ini
small pieces of evergreen arel
ted into a mass of sphagnum I
which has been secured ini
shape deired. This method is K
particularly in candlepiece.s, 1
on a half ball of moss with a
en base, and evergreen balls
on a full ball of moss. The
reen balls are fine for decora-

I
fe

I
|

in a church or hall.
Wreaths and Ropes—in which 1
pieces of evergreen are se- I
by tying to a foundation +>[ I
rope, or other material. Ar- |

1

iments in this class are tradli'ly connected with Christmas.

Donald Holbrook and Robert
Mrs. Raymond K. Greene, Gran
Keefe cl Newton, Ma’i, spent the ite street, is visiting at the home
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. of her daughter, Mrs. Warren
Matthew Stan.
Hamilton, Portland, while Mrs.
Hamilton^ guest at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Dean, her brother. Dr. Kendall Greene,
Old County road, announce the Presque Isle.

engagement

of

their

daughter

BEVERAGE-PERRY

Milton Ames Beverage of North
Haven, and Barbara Helen Perry
of Rockland, were married Tuesday
night at the First Baptist parson
age, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
reading the double ring service.
They were attended by Mr- and
Mrs. Stanley J. Quinn of North
Haven, brother-in-law and sister
of the bride.
The bride wore soldier blue street
length dress, with matching hat,
dark blue accessories, and pearl
necklace, gfit of the bridegroom.
Her shoulder corsage was of sweet
peas and talisman roses.
Mrs.
Quinn wore a light tan street
length dress with red' accessories,
and shoulder corsage of yellow
chrysanthemums and red roses.
Mrs. Beverage is the daughter of
the late Horace and Ruth Oliver
Perry, and graduated from Rock
land High School in 1937. She was
employed at the Knox County
Trust Co., and' since 1939 has been
at the office of Prank H. Ingra
ham, attorney-at-law. She is an
active worker in the First Baptist
Church and has been leader of a
troop of Girl Scouts.
Mr. Beverage is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon L. Beverage of
North Haven. He graduated from
North Haven High School in 1936,
and from Suffolk University Law
School in 1940. He was admitted
to the Maine Bar to practice law in
February 1941. He is now a staff
sergeant in the U. S. Army and is
stationed at Philadelphia.
Following a short wedding trip,
Sgt. and Mrs. Beverage will be at
home at 4529 Sansom street, Phil
adelphia.

Miss Hilda L. Morse. R. N., and
Mrs. Charles E. Hall, Jr., is Kathleen Winola to Ronald Karl
The engagement of Corp. James
Miss Margaret E. Albee, R. N„ spending several days in Worcester, Lufkin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Willis A Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
School street, have returned Iron a Mass., guest of Mr. and Mrs. Rich Lufkin, Crescent street.
Bertie F. Smith, Pleasant street,
member of Battery B, 240th C.A.C.,
ten day trip to New York and ard Lufkin and Mr. and Mrs. Eino
Aho.
Harland A. Townsend, A. E. and stationed at Bailey Island, and
Brooklyn. Miss Morse visited her
Libby, Charles Webster and Am Miss Helen Small, daughte rof Mrs.
father, Ralph Morse, Brooklyn, and
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Monkhouse brose Peterson of Vinalhaven Harvey Webster of Islesboro, has
her brother, Pfc. Boyd Morse, who
of Portland were recent guests of were in Rockland' Thursday.
been announced. No date Is set
was on furlough from San Diego, Mrs. Wendell Emery, State street.
for the wedding.
where he is stationed with the 68th
James Weeks, son of Mr. and
Coast Artillery. Miss Albee visited
Mrs. Sue Nelson and Mrs. Vir
Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles Mac Mrs. J. Rodney Weeks of Birming
her sister, Mrs. William D’Arcy of Donald, who have been visiting ham, Mich., and Ash Point, is liv ginia Efriery entertained at the for
Stewart Manor, Long Island, On Rev. and Mrs. Richard W. Gray ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. mer’s home a group of friends last
their way home, Miss Morse and and family, in Orange, N. J„ re Arthur P. Lamb, Pleasant street. night in honor of James Cousins
Miss Albee spent the week-end turned home Monday.
He is employed at the yard of the who leaves Monday for Officers
with Mr. and Mrs. William Mor
Camden Shipbuilding & Marine Training School.
Luncheon was
rison in Dover, N. H.
served and a purse of money was
Mrs. Meda P. Candage of Seal Railways Co.
presented to Mr. Cousins.
Harbor has been a guest for the
Carl H. Sonntag is to be the
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover en past ten days of Mr. and Mrs.
tertained Siliday, Mrs. Glover’s
speaker at the Kiwanis Club meet
Mrs. Leroy P. Chase of Middle
Walter T. Duncan.
ing
at
the
Hotel
Rockland,
Mon

street, will entertain E.P.A. Club
cousins, Mr. and Mrs, Donald C.
day night.
Monday.
White of Lewiston; Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Guy Shibles of South Port
John H. White, Thomas C. White land came Wednesday for a few
The Wawenock Club was enter
The Tuesday Night Bridge Club
of Auburn and Mrs. Horace P. days’ visit with her parents, Mr.
tained
Wednesday
afternoon
by
was
entertained this week by Mrs.
Stevens of Cambridge, Mass. Other and Mrs. Albert McIntosh, Main
Mrs.
Lelia
Benner.
A
paper
on
Guy
Douglas, Limerock street for
members of the family, unable to street.
Elijah
Kellogg
was
given
by
the
supper
and cards. Honors went to
attend at the last moment, were
hostess.
The
next
meeting
will
be
Mrs. Lyford Ames, Mrs. Ronald
William Frye White of Boston;
Mrs. Pearl Dodge returned Wed
held
with
Mrs.
Evelyn
Snow,
Messer and' Mrs. Lawrence Leach.
Senator and Mrs. Wallace H nesday from Portland, where she
Thomaston, Dec. 4.
White of Washington and Auburn; visited a few days with Mr. and
Mrs. Prank W. Puller of Talbot
Mr. and Mrs. Harold S. White ant Mrs. I. T. Pettengill.
Laura Hyvari of Ash Point, who avenue, is entertaining her con
Mrs. Thomas C. White of Auburn
is an appendectomy patient at the tract club today.
Miss Marion Ludwick entertained
and Dr. Horace P. Stevens of
Knox County General Hospital, ia
Cambridge.
Wednesday night at her home on making satisfactory recovery.
Ten members of the Charity
Limerock street, with games and
Club met Thursday at the Copper
Christmas Selection of calfskin luncheon. Her guests were Mrs
Mrs. Mary P. Veazie, mother of Kettle, for luncheon, cards and
and alligator hand bags; assorted Dorothea Gross, Miss Virginia Mer Mayor Edward L. Veazie, will ob Red Cross sewing.
styles. At Sarah Linnell Hat Shop, riam, Miss Dorothy Sherman and serve her 90th birthday Saturday
Copper Kettle —adv.
105-110 Miss Alice Baum.
Mrs. Louis B Cook, Beech street,
at her home, 31 Middle street. Mrs.
Veazie, widow of Edward L. Veazie, entertained the Wednesday Eve
Mrs. Elmer W. Freeman of Lin has lived in Rockland most of her ning -Club at cards and luncheon.
MISS DELLA BEAN
Visit Lucien K. Green <fe 6on’s
second floor, 16 School street, Odd den street, entertained the Chummy life, her children were born when Honors went to Mrs. John A.
Miss Della Bean, 71, native of
Fellows Block, City, for Purs, Pur Club Tuesday night for cards and the Veazies were residing in Wa Chisholm, Miss Anne McLaughlin Rockland, the daughter of Daniel
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate luncheon. Bridge honors went to terville. Mrs. Veazie is very active and Mrs. Arthur Doherty.
and Harriet Stone Bean, died Nov
prices.
9tf Mrs. Herbert R. Mullen, Mrs. Har for one of her age and assists in
5, at her home in Roxbury, Mass
old Marshall and Mrs. Prank C the housework every day.
Dr. and Mrs- Alvin Poss motored - Miss Bean was employed about
Fields.
to
Waterville, Thursday, Dr. Poss 20 years as clerk at the Puller &
xYOU WOMEN WHO SUFFER FROAK
Fred L. Linekin, manager of tire being on a professional visit to Cobb store, Rockland, and then
Harry Gerrish returned Wednes Waldoboro Garage Co., Park street, that city. They were accompan
went to Boston where she taught
day from Boston, where he has is ill at his home on Broadway.
ied by Mrs. E. D. Spear, Mrs. W. salesmanship at the Jordan Marsh
been for a few days.
If you Buffer from hot flashes, dizzi
W. Spear and William S. Chase Co., store and subsequently for the
ness. distress of "Irregularities”, are
Mrs. Dorothy Wotton and daugh of Mesa, Ariz.
weak, nervous—due to the functional
R. H .White Co.
Prank J. McManus of Bangor, ters, Ruth and Mary, left Tuesday
"middle-age” period ln a woman’s
She is survived by a nephew
life—try Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vege
was a business visitor in Rockland for St. Petersburg, Fla., where they
Mrs. Frederick W- Powers of
table Compound. It's helped thou
Donald W. Thomas of Cambridge
this week.
Portland' came Wednesday for a
sands upon thousands of women to
will spend the Winter.
Mass. Services and cremation were
relieve such annoying symptoms.
short visit with her daughter, Miss
Follow label directions. Plnkham'B
Itooevik Club will meet with
Mr. and Mrs. Cedric French of Priscilla Powers, a student nurse in Forest Hills Chapel, Nov. 7.
Compound ls worth trying I
Mrs. Leforest A. Thurston Tuesday Bath were recent visitors in Rock at Knox County General Hospital, Ashes will be placed in the family
lot in Achom cemetery.
night.
land, guests at the home of Mr. and, is guest at the home of Mr.
French’s sister, Mrs. Neil Packard, and Mrs. George M. Derry, Cam
Mrs. Jessie Haskell of Wilming Camden street.
WEST WALDOBORO
den street.
ton, Del., and Rockland, is a pa
Sergt.
Eugene Winchenbach of
ROCKLAND
tient at Delaware Hospital. Wil
Mrs. Arthur B. Richardson, New Washington, D. C. is spending a
mington, suffering from a broken
York City, who came for the fu 10-day furlough with his parents
TODAY AND SATURDAY
SPECIAL
neral services of Mrs. William T. Mr. and Mrs- Alton Winchenbach.
hip, sustained in a fall at her
Get. Montgomery > Ann Merloni
home.
White, is a guest of Mr- and Mrs.
Frank Creamer has bought the
PRE-CHRISTMAS
George B. Wood, Talbot avenue. George Hilton property.
GLENN MILLER
The Prank L. Carsleys have
Merrill Standish of Portland
Representative Charles A. Holden
moved frem the McInnis house,
spent
two days recently with his
of Hanover, N. H., is in the city for
Crescent street, to 18 State street.
parents
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
a few dlays, guest at the Thorn
Lyim Bui • Carole Landis • Cesar Romero
Mink
Dyed
Standish.
Miss Mary Wotton was tendered
dike Hotel.
Plus NEWS and
a
dinner
party
at
Hotel
Rockland
MAGIC ALPHABET
this week, those present being,
FRIDAY NIGHT ONLY
Miss Dorothy Havener, Miss Doro
FREE 1 LB. COFFEE
thy Goodnow, Miss Louise Smith,
HOTEL ROCKLAND
TO LUCKY PATRONS
Miss Grace Bowley, Miss Madelyn
McConchie, Miss Kathleen Black
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
SPECIAL THANKSGIVING DINNER
man. Miss Ruth Robinson, Miss
THURSDAY, NOV. 26, 1942
Gloria Witham, Miss Virginia
BUD
Poster. Miss Louise Veazie, Miss
Alice Cross, Miss Barbara Wood,
Miss
Edith Clark, Miss Bertha
•g/LOU
Coombs, Miss Beverly Havener,
Miss Josephine Buckminster and
Miss Pauline Havener.

HOT HASHES

SHOWING

MUSKRAT

(Nature's Remedy) Tablets,
ire no chemicals, no minerals, no
derivatives. NR Tablets are dif—act different. Purely vegetable—a
nation ol 10 vegetable ingredients
lated over 50 years ago. Uncoated
idy coated, their action is de:>le, thorough, yet gentle, as miliNR’shave proved. Get a 10r ConBox. Larger economy sizes, too.

MBUTT

COSTELLO

orREGULAR!
Q-NIGHT: TOMORROW ALRIGHT
STATE OF MAINE
of Knox, ss.
HONORABLE BOARD OP
TY COMMISSIONERS OF KNOX
-•TY
.-inch rsigni-.l. Selectman ef th*
'it Thomaston ln said County.
ie municipal officers thereof,
'ally repretent that the Oreeiii
toad, so called, extending from
adow Road near the residence
!akl to the Old County Road at
(ckland line and the Marsh
(o called, extending from tho
■e cf U Butler to the Rockne and the Shore Road, so
fxtendlng from Main street to
■r Street near the residence of
tney, and Branch Brook Road,
id. extending from Beechwood
jo residence . I M Brooks, ate
ed with reference to populaand travel thereon, that it Is
jary to keep said roads broken
open fur travel during tho
Of December. January, Februrch. and April, or any part of
Dnths.
fore, your petitioners pray
County Commissioners, after
tnd hearing on this petition,
whether such roads shall ,H*
ta or closed during such period
thereof, and for how many
)t to exceed ten. such closing
made as prayed for, shall ba

TONIGHT

COUNTRY

STORE
$25.00 WAR BOND
LOTS OF FINE GIFTS

DOMEIT?

Served from 12.00 to 3.00, and 6.00 to 8.00 P. M.
Selection

TODAY and SATURDAY

Oyster Cocktail

Appetizers

mn

DISNEY CARTOON

••••"**

S BtSBSIlt SKTBBI

Chap. 8, “PERILS OF NYOKA”
SHORTS
NEWS
SUNDAY-MONDAY,

Sunday Shows: 3, 5, 7, 9
Note: Sunday we suggest
you attend the 5 o’clock show
and avoid the rush.

MIDNIGHTSHOW

3.

adjourned session cf the
erm, A. D 1942. held at Rockthe seventeenth day of NoA D 1942:
foregoing petition Ordered .otice be given as provided in
27 Section 132. of the Revised
that the County Conunlswill meet ut the Selectmen s
rhomustot. in Tuesday, br. A I) 1942 at 2 p m.
a public hearing to hear the
and witnesses and receive
’ evidence may be offered as
lecesslty cf closing such r>ju^
cr directing that such roaas
iroken out during the months
ember.
January.
February,
id April, or any part of KU<.''
by causing notices to oe
two public places in Them'
said County and publishing
tion and this order thereon
Courier-Gazette a newspaper
1 in Rockland in said
seven days before Decemoer
'iat all persons interested ma
d there appear and
any they have why the Pra-27
lid petitioners should not ™

FURS

NEXT WEDNESDAY
11.30 P. M.

“THE ROAD

MONDAY NIGHT

FROM OUR STAGE

FREE

STARTS WEDNESDAY

•I

NEWS

• SPECIAL •

Pins SHORT SUBJECTS

MILTON M. GRIFFIN. Clerk.
1(X» H

AT

SHORTS

BING CROSBY
BOB HOPE
DOROTHY LAM0UR

with
John Wayne, John Carroll

WODTUm MMntTB

LON CHANEY

TO MOROCCO”

‘THE FLYING TIGERS’

RICHARD DIX
wiHb

At Reasonable Prices
ALWAYS

ttorrlng

SHOWING

with

Casual silhouette, shawl collar,
kimono sleeves—all recommend
it for wearability with sports
wear and . your .most formal
gowns! Finely Made-—brightly
lined—ready to wear!

QUAIHY

THANKSGIVNG EVE

10

turkeys io
(Average 10 pounds)

Assorted Olives
Sweet Mixed Pickles
Dill Pickles
. Preserved Melons
Baked Filet of Sole
Parsley Sauce, Duchess Potatoes
Roast Young Native Turkey, Chestnut Dressing
Giblet Gravy, Cape Cod Cranberry Sauce
Broiled Baby Lamb Chops, Maitre d’Hotel
Roast Watertown Goose, Peach Preserves
Hot Boiled Live Maine Lobster, Drawn Butter
Choice Western Sirloin Steak au Naturaie
Roast Stuffed Long Island Duckling, Crabapple Jelly
Lemon Ice
Orange Ice
French Fried Potatoes
Siywflake Potatoes
Mashed Squash
Early Garden Peas
Thanksgiving Salad
Butterscotch R«Us
Pocket Book Roils
x
Cracked Wheat
White Bread
Desserts
English Plum Pudding, New England Rum Sauce
Golden Pumpkin Pie
Green Apple Pie
Ice Cream
Strawberry
Butter Pecan
Angel Food Cake
Pineapple Parfait
Fudge Sundae
Doughnuts with Sweet Apple Cider
Fruit and Nuts
Coffee
Tea
Milk
After Dinner Mints
*
$1M Ttr Plate
Telephone 580 for Reservations
Celery Hearts
Red Radishes
Iced Cucumbers
Piccalilli

PARAMOUNT NEWS

under our hands at Thomas*
me this second dav of No*
A D 1942
Alfred M. Strout.
Robert H Libby.
Rodney E Jordan.
Selectmen of Thomaston.
STATE OF MAINE

Tomato Bouillon

Chicken a la Sontag

Plus ADDED SHORTS

“PRIVATE SMITH”
U. S. A.

Concord Grape Juice

Choice

with
PATIIC KNOWLES WILLIAM SAK6AN

GREENS
We have taken personal pride In
the fun we sell for a lifetime!

LUCIEN K. GREEN

&SON
rtra&ixftg
16 SCHOOL ST.

ROCKLAND
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THOMPSON-ERVTN
Ralph L. Thompson of Rockland
and Miss Mildred S Ervin of St.
George were married Monday
night at the Littlefield Memorial
Baptist parsonage. Rev. Charles A.
Marstaller reading the double ring
service. They were attended by
Miss Ghady® Thompson, sister of
the bridegroom, aix) Francis Mor
ris of St. George.
Mrs. 'Riompson, is the daughter
of Mrs. Lena Reynolds and Edgar
El-yin of St. George. She attended
the St- George schools andi is em
ployed at the F. W. Woolworth
store in Rockland. Mr. Thompson
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
M. Thompson of Rockland. He at
tended! Rockland schools and is
employedi as a painter.

A Golden Wedding

This And That
Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Colla
more Received Many .
Felicitations

By K. S. F.

A man is not justified by his
works in the law, but by his faith
in Jesus Christ.
• • • •

If you desire to remove pecan
nutmeats in halves, cover the nuts
with boiling water and let them
stand 15 minutes, then crack them
carefully and the meatC will come
out easily and the heat is not
harmful to the flavor of the nut.
• • • •
Remember this when you need
extra ice cubes quickly.
Boiled
water freezes quicker than fresh
water.
• • * *
North. Carolina and Tennessee
are straddled for many miles by
hikers on the Appalachian Trail
who follows the crest of the
Smoky Mountains that also serves
as the State line.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Collamore
of Camden road,, Rockport, ob
served their 50th wedding anni
versary Thursday. They were re
cipients of many congratulatory
cards, flowers and gifts, and were
visited by friends during the day.
They were married in Rockport
at a double wedding ceremony, the
other couple being Mrs. Collomore’s
cousin. Miss Ellen Gray and Wil
liam York. Mr. Collamore, who ts
75, was born in Rockland, the son
of Benjamin and Elizabeth Murphy
Collamore, and has been employed
as a joiner and painter. Mrs. Col
lamore, who did not divulge her
age, was Annie Wheeler, the
daughter of Charles and Helen
McIntire Wheeler. The ceremony
was by the Rev. W. W. Ogier. Mr.
and Mrs. Collamore lived in Rock
land until 27 years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Collamore have no
children. Mr. Collamore has two
brothers, Benjamin and Albert,
both of whom live in Rockland.

MRS. WILLIAM T. WHITE

Services for Anna C. White, 64.
wife of William T. White, who
died Monday, were held at the
Tillson tomb. Achorn cemete:y,
Wednesday afternoon, Rev. Roy A.
Welker, pastor of the Congrega
tional Church, officiating.
Mrs. White was a native of
Rockland, the daughter of A.
Franklin and Therise (Butler)
Crockett and had lived in Rock
land all her life with the excep
tion of 16 years when Mr. and Mrs.
White resided in New York.
Besides her husband, she is sur
vived by a daughter, Mrs. TherLse
White Adams of Dubuque, Iowa,
and three grandchildren.

GRANGE CORNER

• * • ♦

A man without mirth is like a
wagon without springs. One feels
a disagreeable jolt when in his
presence.
• • * •
Did you realize that apples
quench thirst more quickly than
water; and when traveling less risky
than strange water taken here and
there. Two average apples contain
about one glass of liquid. Remem
ber this when traveling.
• • • •
That bit of hanging fold skin ex
tending along the under side of
the neck of cows and other bovines
is known as a dewlap.
• • ♦ •

During the recent evacuation of
Burma, a former American pas
senger plane designed to seat 21
persons actually carried 74 persons
to safety.
• « B •

It is estimated that Uncle Sam
spends 48 cents a day for each sol
dier’s food. Wonder if that isn’t
a figure for the general housekeep
er to reckon with and try to see
what can be done at home?
• • • •
When one realizes that 19 States
have laws designed to prevent
hasty marriages, it is wondered
why more of the States are so slow
to realize the sorrow that comes
to thousands each year in the
divorce courts.
• • • •
Teachers have a difficult time in
guiding young minds along the
roads of straight thinking. The
world is in such terrific disorder.
To encourage children to ask ques
tions is cne of the underlying helps
and events and lelationships well
understood will go far to guide
'minds of youth and start them in
line cf weighing thought and
evidences.
• • • •
Caller: “Is the head of the house
at home, Sonny?”
Sonny: “No, Sir. There’s nobody
home just now but me and Pop.”
• • • •
“No pleasure is comparable to
the standing upon the vantage
ground of truth,” said Francis
Bacon.
• • • •
According to a recent college
survey, women have a greater
tendency to make excuses than
men.
• * * •
Chicago is lhe greatest railway
center of the United States.
• • • •

News Items from all of tbe Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Hope Grange met Monday and
performed the ever-impressive char
ter draping ceremony for Allie Al
len whose death occurred the past
week. The day meeting of the
Grange will be Saturday, with din
ner at noon served by Mrs. Mar
jorie Robbins and Mrs. Dorothy
Brown. The Sewing Circle met
Wednesday and tacked two quilts,
besides sewing on aprons and other
articles.
* • • •
At Weymouth Grange, Thomas
ton, Monday night, the lecturer.
Miss Lois O'Neil has planned' a
special program for all members
who have joined the service. Mrs.
Adia Simpson and Mrs. Effie Rich
ards are the committee in charge
of the hat show and there will also
be a short skit, “Have I Taken
Poison.'
• • • •

Pleasant Valley Grange will hold
«. public game party in Grand
Army hall Tuesday afternoon at
215. The regular meeting will be
held at the same place at 7.30. A
special collection will be taken at
the meeting

TOP THAT

Women learn more quickly than
men. This is asserted by a cele
brated psychologist, yet how manyyears will it be before wives learn
that it’s useless to ask husband at
breakfast what he would like for
dinner.

DIZZY

Second Hit

HUMPHREY BOGART in

“THE BIG SHOT”

,
!
'

FRIDAY CASH NIGHT $50.00

'

SUNDAY and MONDAY

Added: “Perils cf Nyoka”

MAGNIFICENT
Plus

MARGIE HART in

“Lure of the Islands”
Soon: ‘You Were Never Lovelier*

BUY WAR BONDS

GALA MIDNIGHT SHOW
Night Before Thanksgiving

THANKSGIVING SPECIAL!

250 DRESSES 250
SILKS

WOOLS
VELVETS
Standard Values at

$4.99 to $7.99
V

Sale Price

*2.66
or

for $5.00

• • « •

Astronomical announcements state
that the solar system is moving
southward in he direction of the
Great Magellenic Cloud of Stars at
the velocity cf 450,000 miles an
hour. If the reader feels as mixed
up with that whirling statement
as this writer, she will sympathize
with my consternation a few nights
ago when the alert was sounded
and a “sweet young thing” rushed
in calling, “It’s an air raid.’” Soon
she got straightened out on the
fact that it was only a black-out.

THAT ALDRICH KID’S BACK
IN THE DOO-HOUSEI

FONDA • 8ARI AMECHE

How about the meat for d»gs and
cats? Will they be p"t on limited
portions?

• • • •
Scientists of Georgetown Uni
versity Medical School in Wash
ington have discovered that too
much liquor chills the body to a
dangerous degree. One drink is
warming. Heavy drinking, how
ever, cools the blood.
• • • •
The so called common white po
tato belongs to the Solanium tubrosum plant family and believe
it or not, there are 1,200 known
varieties of tfre potato which do
not include tlie sweets.

NOW SHOWING

This Sale Starts
«

FRIDAY, NOV. 20
And is limited to

250 Dresses

So Come Early!

LII XL •ps
378 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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RECALLING LIFE’S CHAPTERS
Being In the Nature Of a Biography of Com
mander G. H. Reed, D. C., U. S. N.,
/
Written By Himself

SERMONETTB
Interdenominational
Commission

GUARDIANS

OF OUR

FALSE TEETH

Looseness and Worry

I. B. Schuman is employed in
the Portland shipyard.
Herbert Maker and friend of
Greenland. N. H., have been enjoy
ing a week’s hunting in Cutler.
Mr and Mrs. Wiil Corbett and
daughter Florence motored to Mg-

Christian flag, given by a devoted 730. and that services will be held
member. The Church School will Sunday in the K. of P. hall, Main
meet with the adult congregation, street; 1 p m„ Sunday school; 230
members of it participating in the and 730 p. m., evangelistic meet
dedication ceremony. Miss Lotte ings.
• • • •
McLaughlin will sing appropriate
numbers- “Thanksgiving In These
“It is Later Than You Think”
Times,
’
’
will
be
the
subject
of
Dr
will toe the subject of the Sunday
Union Thanksgiving service in the
Lowe’s sermon. The Y.PCU wiil sermon by Rev. Roy A. Welker at
First Baptist Church.
meet at 7 p. m. in the vestry After the Congregational Church morn
• • • *
‘‘Soul and body” is the subject of the devotional service moving pic ing service at 10.3 a. m. Comrades
of the Way will meet in the church
the lesson-sermon that will be tures.
• * • •
vestry at 6 30 p. m.
read in all Church of Christ, Scien
• • • •
The
Thanksgiving
sermon
at
the
tist, on Nov. 22. The Golden Text
is: “Know ye not that ye are the First Baptist Church at 10.30
At the Church of the Nazarene,
temple of God, and that the Spirit Sunday will be entited1 “The Value Maverick Square, services Sunday
of God dwelleth in you ” (I Corin of Being Thankful." The Church will be as usual: Sunday School at
thians 3:16). The citations from School, which will convene at 12 2 p. m., followed by the afternoon
the Bible include the following o clock. welcomes persons of all age- j worship at 3 o'clock. Herbert Elpassages: “What? know ye not groups to its classes. The young ; well of Tenant's Harbor will be
that your body is the temple of people's groups—the Christian En the preacher. The evening meetthe Holy Ghost which Is in you, deavor Society and the Berean i ing begins at 7 o’clock.
which ye have of God, and ye are Society—will conduct their serv
The evening
not your own? (I Corinthians 6:19).- ices at 6 o’clock.
SOUTH HOPE
service, preceded by an organ, re
• • • •
Mrs. Laura Hastings spent Sun
In the United Episcopal Parish cital at 7.05, will begin at 7.15 Rev.
of Sts. Peter, John and George, J. Charles MacDonald, pastor, who day with Mrs. Martha Heath.
William Watts and Harold Bailey
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the has been convalescing after a
services for Sunday will be appro period of illness, will return to his are employed at Bath shipyard.
priate for the Sunday next before pulpit to preach at this serviceMrs. Edwin Lermond) and Mrs.
Advent: St. Peter’s: Holy Eucha The subject of his sermon will be Henry Hastings visited Monday
rist and sermon at 9 a. m.; Church "The Call to Investment.” The with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
and John Lane of West Rockport.
School at 10.30; Daily Mass at 7.30 regular mid-week Prayer
Praise
meeting
will
be
held
at
7.30
except Monday and Saturday. St
Serg. William Carver was home
John’s, Thomaston—Church School Tuesday evening. Wednesday eve from Camp Edwards. Mass., over
at 5.30; Vespers at 7 p. m ; Thanks ning at 7.30 the union Thanksgiv I the week-end.
giving Day Mass at 9 a. m. The ing service will be held in this
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Watts of
church, with Rev. Alfred G. Hemp
public is welcome at all services.
Melrose, Mass., were at their home
• • • •
stead of the Methodist Church,
here for the week-end. accompan
The Thanksgiving service at the preaching the sermon.
ied by Mrs. Watts’ sister.
•
•
•
•
Universalist Church Sunday at
Callers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs
Elder Chester B. Staples, pastor
10.40, will be one of special interest
Henry
Hastings were Mr. and Mrs.
to members and friends featured of the Church of the Living God,
as it will be by the ceremony in announces that a service will be Emest Hastings, Mrs. Doris Mer
dedication of two new, beautiful held at the Mission hall. South rifield and son Charles, and Hope
flags, the American flag and the Main street, Saturday night at Bowley.

(H U RCH ES

Decoration Day. summed up his
(Sixth Installment)
III.
A swift glance at the princi
The biography of a small boy is, war record for us one day in a few
ples cf Comity will emphasize
of course, of little interest. Were terse words: "Well," he said, "all
I
did
was
to
get
as
far
as
Augusta
the
work and the need' filled by
it not for the fact that it parallels
and
git
sick
eatin
’
s
sour
beans.
”
the
Commission:
closely the life of every other small
Bangor
seemed
a
long
way
eff
First, no community in which
boy ln similar surroundings, it
Six miles it was, and it took all
any denomination- has a legiti
wouldn’t be worth recording.
mate claim should be entered
in a few years more the boys day to go there, stay any time at
by any other denomination
and girls of my era will have gone all. and get back home again by
without conference. Second, a
They will have been replaced by t supper time. Most people made
the
trip
on
the
launch
Annie,
feeble church should be revived
generation of Juvenile supermei
which
left
Squaw
Point,
twice
not
supplanted by a new^ rival.
whose playthings are radios, air
daily.
Both
Squaw
Point
and
the
Th.rd,
the communities’ prefer
planes and air-conditioning ap
Annie
was
owned
and
operated
by
ences should be regarded.
paratus.
They will have been
Fourth, the nearest churches
raised on a diet of vitaminized Captain Horace Atwood whose last
should cover the field, other
sawdust and dehydrated vegetables; voyage before he retired had been
things
being equal
Fifth,
educated by the movies and inocu to India, where he had taken my
lated with erstaz reactions and sub uncle Micajah. I remembered this where one denomination pio
because I had a souvenir of the
neers it should develop without
stitute thoughts.
interference. Sixth, all ques
Probably they- will be all right cruise in the shape of a cabin
tions of interpretation and all
Doubtless they will survive and the lamp, hung in gimbels, which my
uncle
had
taken
off
a
burning
ship
cases of friction should be re
world grow better in consequence.
ferred to the Commission.
But they will have missed some somewhere off Calcutta.
There were the stages of course.
An unforgetable picture was
thing. Something which I am try
painted by Jesus from watching
ing to set down here. Something There were two, and of these, the
His mother mix bread. Every
which is a warm and human Monroe stage was by far the most
boy and girl has seen mother
memory to the grandfathers of the satisfactory from a small boy’s
viewpoint.
It
was
an
old
time
make bread. Three measures of
piesent day; dull reading perhaps,
coach
swung
on
leather
straps
at

flour and the tiny yeast cake
but very real, and there is no sub
tached
to
big
projecting
springs
be

stitute as good as the real thing
are used. Science says the flour
is dead but the leaven- is alive
So It is about a boy’s life ln the hind and before. It was painted a
Qay Nineties. Our Universe was a bright yellow, drawn by four and will permeate and make the
satisfactory place ln which to live horses and driven by a white
whole batch of dough alive.
and grow.
None of my crowd whiskered oldtimer whom every
Who can say the leaven im
ever thought his amusements were body called Old Man Withee.
planted by the young Metho
When this outfit careened down
limited, or that his horizon was
dist minister is not making alive
small. We were limited only by Main street, headed for Bangor,
the whole loaf of Christian
with
the
horses
straining
into
their
the strength of our purposes and
progress in Maine?
our legs, and our financial prob collars and Old Man Withee, all
It is my testimony that it is.
lems were those we encountered in bundled up in a buffalo coat with This world is in- a ferment. It
locating enough old iron, old rub a red muffler streaming out behind, is never going to be satisfied
ber, lead, bottles and old bones cracked his whip from the coach
with many denominations with
which could be exchanged at Joe man’s seat on top, it was a sight artificial barriers as now. Long
Myrick’s hardware store for their worth looking at.
or short, it may be, before one
Then there were the Boston
value ln shotgun shells.
can say “One Lord, one faith,
There wa* a time when my boats. Everybody in Hampden took
one baptism,” but so far as this
brother and I and a chum of ours, a keen personal interest in the Bos
State is concerned, the Com
named Nate Oole, were worried for ton boats. They tied up at the
mission will furnish the leaven
weeks lest the carpenters repairing wharf below the ledges twice each
ing process leading to that day
the old Universalist church should day. Once in the forenoon and
when religious bodies will seek
discover what had become of the once in the aftemon. Rich people
only to build' upon earth a King
sheet lead they had partially re sometimes paid 50 cents to go to
dom where His will may be done
moved from the dome of the old Bangor on one of them.
as it is in Heaven.
belfry. Joe Myrick could have told
Two of the captains of these
William A. Holman
them, but Mr. Myrick was a good boats, Capt. Mark Pierce and Capt.'
friend of the boys who bought his Frank Brown, lived in Hampden.
‘The Three Pillars of Christian
cartridges, and he never did.
So did Bill Whitney, one of the ity,” will be the subject of the
The woods out back of Hampden pilots. Si Higgins, a baggagemas- sermon by Rev. Charles A. Marstal
were full of partridges and rabbits. ter, and Chris Stanley, an oiler also ler at the Littlefield Memorial
Hardwood and soft wood then, as lived in our town. George Higgins, Baptist Church Sunday at 10.30now. Jay in patches all over the Jim Weaver, and others were also
Special music will include a solo by
eountiy
There were stands of employed aboard. Howard Pierce Mrs. Wesley Thurston and an in
birch and alder where woodcock and Harry Whitney were school strumental
selection.
Sunday
•bounded, pasture lands, cleared mates cf mine, and because both
School follows at 11.45 with classes
fields surrounded by stone walls their fathers “ran the boats” our
for all ages. The young people
•nd stump fences and
thick gang used to visit the wharf often
meet in two groups at 6 o’clock.
growths of fir and spruce and pine. and stare at the strange faces of
Miss Norma Munro will lead the
•11 full of prospects for the hunter. passengers who looked down at us
seniors and Marion Bartlett the
There were trout streams to be from the high decks.
Juniors. The evening service which
The exposed walking beam of the
lished, pitchpole tepees and log
opens at 7.15 will be in charge of
cabins waiting to be built, and the old Penobscot fascinated me and the young people. A new service
owners of remote garden patches the high ledges through which the flag W'ill be dedicated- Mid-week
never seemed to mind if we raised river cuts would echo the slap of prayer and praise service Tuesday
them once in a while for an emei- her paddle wheels when she pulled night at 7.30.
gency supply of green corn and po out Into the swift current. The
tatoes to roast in the campfires we tarry smell of the freight piled
At Pratt Memorial Methodist
built in front of the brush lean-tos high on the wharf was redolent of Church, Alfred G. Hempstead,
we set up when caught far from the mystery of far places which we minister, Boy Scout Troop 2 will be
had never seen but hoped to some guests at the 10.45 worship when
home ln sudden rains.
In the evening right after supper day. We were preud indeed when the pastor will have as his subject:
we would gather at the Liberty we could shout, “Hello Chris.” or "Prerequisites for Thanksgiving.’’
Pole in the center of the square at "Hl, Si.” to seme gold braided of The Church School will meet at
Hampden Lower Corner. Here we ficer running around with a sheaf noon with classes for all age
played French and "Injun,” chas of papers in his hand, It made groups. Special attention is called
ing each other around through the us |feel important too.
to the adult department; Dr- H.
dusk with wooden scalping knives
(To be continued)
V. Tweedie will teach the Friend
while our elders got their mail at
ly Men’s Bible Class and Mrs. El
the Post Office and afterward sat
len Hempstead will teach the Ba
•round on the steps and loading
raca Class for women. At 6 o'clock
platforms in front of the stores,
the Youth Fellowship will meet.
and talked.
Consideration of a Thanksgiving
The presence of so many retired
project will proceed the discussion
eea captains in our town gave fla
of a Thanksgiving topic by the
vor to the conversation we heard
pastor. “That One Face” will be
Many is the shipwreck I expe
the subject of the evening sermon
rienced vicariously, while listening
by the pastor at 7 p. m. Boy Scouts
COAST
to old Capt. Bogart, who. it was
will meet at 7 p. m. Monday night
eaid, was once a bucko mate in the
under the leadership of Scout
China trade. Capt. Loud was an
LITTLE RIVER
master Whitehill. Prayer meet
other of the little coterie of yam
Florence Corbett is employed at ing on Tuesday evening at 7.30 will
spinners which assembled on the the home of Mrs Ralph Ingalls in br a continuation of study of The
store steps and he. too. was a hero Machias.
Latin American Circuit, the subject
in our eyes. Capt. Loud had been
of
the evening being Methodism In
Mr. and Mrs. Will W. Corbett
• whaler in the Bering Sea and
Cuba.
Wednesday at 7.30 the con
have received word from the War
had, I knew, a thrilling collection
gregation
is invited to attend the
Department that Sgt. Neil C. Cor
of harpoons and walrus spears,
bett has safely reached his destina
bone knives and Alaskan furs
chias on a day's visit recently.
tion “overseas."
• • • •
which he allowed to be exhibited
Three workmen have been at the
PORTLAND HEAD
annually at the Hampden Fair in
station the past week, engaged in
the Town HalL
Pvt. Willard R. Hilt last reportea
The Civil War was a live topic removing the lens from the tower. from a camp in Georgia. He ex
Keeper Will W. Corbett has re pected to be sent from there Mrs
of conversation tnen for there was
• flourishing Post of the O A R. in turned- to the Station after having week.
Hampden. We boys knew all about 12-days’ leave Henry J. Browne
A quiet spell is on at present but
Andersonville and Libby prison and of Cross Island Coast Guard Sta we hear the sound of wedding bells
the campaign in the Wilderness. tion substituted during his absence. coming nearer and nearer.
We knew the biggest fighter and
Corp. Purcell Corbett, son of Mr.
F. O. Hilt made a hurry up trip
the biggest liar ln the Grand and Mrs. Will Corbett, has re Wednesday to St. George for Mrs.
Army, for both of them came from turned to New -Bedford. Mass., S. G Robinson.
She will be
our town.
Henry Wallace, who after spending 10 days at his home guest of the Hilts.
wore the biggest black hat and the here.
The Sterlings and Mrs. Hilt
brightest gold acorns on lt every
Mrs. Lionel Dinsmore of Jones were in Portland on business Tues
boro is visiting friends in town.
day.
Helps Ton Overcome
Mr. and Mrs John Day spent
Radio Chief Fred Lane and Har
their honeymoon at the home of old Anderson recently called on
Mr. Day’s mother in Cutler.
the crowd.
No longer be annoyed or feel 111 at
eace because of loo—, wabbly false
teeth. FA8TEKTH, an improved alka
line (non-add) powder *rlnkled on
your plates holds them firmer so they
feel more comfortable. Soothing snd
cooling to gums made sore by excessive
■cld mouth.
Avoid
embarrassment
caused by loose platea. Get FASTEETH

Tuesday-Fridav

Rockland Courter-'QazetterRrtday; November 20, 1942

Armistice Day was quietly cele
brated here with the usual eats in
our Summer dining room. Present
were Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling,
Jr.. daughter Ann Walker and
Mrs. W C. Dow of Portland. Games
were played in the afternoon

NECESSITY

UNION

Yes, that trite old* saying “Neces
Mrs. Edwin Pierpont of Burkett
sity ls the mother of invention,”
ville is caring for Mrs. Oscar
comes to the world' with added
Upham and child.
force
these days when almost ev
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ludwig
erything
is tried' out for special use
of Liberty were recent visitors at
the home of their daughter, Mrs. The lowly milkweed now aided' and
abetted by bugs brought from
Lawrence Hannon.
South America, produces synthetic
Rev. Sidney Packard of Cainden rubber of excellent quality. This
preached Sunday at North Union latex is so perfect it cannot be
chapel, with Sunday School follow told from Para rubber except by
ing.
experts, and add to it the fact that
it is not inflammable—is of much
Union Fair Officers
Clarence Leonard was elected value.
Soybeans have had their initial
Wednesday as president of Union
uses in helpful foods. Now it is
Fair at the annual meeting held at
found that oil from these soybeans
the Town house. Other officers
can be made into many war needs,
will be: Vice president, Herbert
such as glycerin, enamel, varnish,
Hawes; trustees, Jethro D. Pease of
linoleum, waterproof goods, paint,
Hope, Royal R. Hall of Warren, Al
soap, celluloid, printing ink, candies
bert Sherman of Appleton, Charles
and the end of their use is not
E. Vanner of Washington, Robert
yet in sight. Now comes word that
M. McKinley of union; secretary,
dried) skim milk is almost priceless
James Dornan of East Union; race
in its war-food1 and drink value.
secretary, Robert M. McKinley of
It
is put into this valuable condi
Union; treasurer, John H. Williams
tion by a process of spraying from
of Union; town agents, Harold S.
Fossett of Union, Maynard Brown a roller process —K. S- F.
of Appleton. Jethro Pease of Hope.
G. D. Gould of Warren; committee
ohairman on arrangements of do
mestic manufactures, Mrs. Mary
Wallace of Union.
It was voted to make some re

London Universitly, with an an
nual income of $9,600,000, is the
richest college in' England. Cam
bridge ranks second and Oxford
third in this respect.

pairs on the farmhouse located on
the fair grounds.
For the first time in more than
70 years. North Knox Fair was not
held this season, due to war time
conditions.
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Many- a husband has turned over
a new leaf because his wife can
read him lijce a book.
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IOME, come, now Maud, old timer—you can't ride in a Pull
man car.

No, not even if it IS where your buddies of the

Army are riding in comfort as they move about America get

I

ting ready to fight.

Yes, Maud, we know that in the last war you and the boys rode in the same cold

‘W

and uncomfortable box car while you bounced from place to place.

Sure, you liked

being part of the "40 men n' 8 horses” but the men didn't share your enthusiasm for
traveling companions.

KT
Now that you’ve seen those comfortable berths where fighting men are riding,

snug and warm while they sleep and move towards the fighting fronts, perhaps you

won't mind our describing what you saw, to some of the folks who growl a bit these

days about "the shortage of railroad transportation and the old cars"£L
What they really mean is there IS a shortage of reserved accommodations on

trains.

w

Why shouldn’t there be when as many as 3,300 Pullman sleeping cars have

been in use at one time riding fighting men in comfort?

Isn't it better—and doesn’t

every patriotic American want it that way, instead of riding our boys around with
mules?
We can't tell—until the war is won—just how many troops we’ve moved nor

where we moved ’em.

But we can tell that the Maine Central has done its share

in moving, secretly and quickly, thousands and thousands, and more thousands of
fighting men which the Army, Navy, Coast Guard and Marine Corps have started on

their way.

That’s where our best all-steel coaches disappear to from time to time

while a few unthinking folks make wise tracks and ask "where'd ya get this Noah’s

Ark?"

We can tell those folks who are traveling for pleasure that we really don’t appre
ciate their anguished howls when they can't secure a lower or a bedroom.

Or when

they squawk—and how—because they can’t get a drawing room for one person who

isn’t traveling for any purpose more important than the semi-annual visit to Aunt
Matilda in Kalamazoo.

We want those berths and rooms for busy men on war busi

ness and for fighting men going to the front.
Travel for fun can well be done in the daytime—if at all—in mid-week and in
coaches.

Sure, it isn’t as nice as what Americans are used to.

insect-infested foxhole in the Solomons.

This is war, and the railroads know it.

* We’re stripped down for our job—and doing it well.

tell

us

so.

With

the

Maine

Central

(like

NOTHING matters today but winning the war.

Don’t travel unless you must.

But neither is an

all

The Army and the Navy

other

American

railroads)

So, please be a patriotic American.

If you must, travel in mid-week.

If you have to ride

in coaches and are crowded, be doggoned glad you aren’t where the bullets are whiz
zing.

tfflaine Cerifrutl fc fc.
ONE OF AMERICA'S aa/lboads-au mobilized foa

